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[1] A substantial effort has been devoted in the past toward modeling earthquake source
mechanisms as dynamically extending shear cracks. Most of the attention was focused on
the subsonic crack speed regime. Recently, a number of reports have appeared in the
seismological literature citing evidence of intersonic rupture speeds during shallow crustal
earthquakes. In the first part of this paper, we discuss direct experimental observations of
intersonic in-plane shear crack growth along a weak plane joining two homogeneous,
isotropic, linear elastic plates. Associated with the primary intersonic crack and at
locations behind the propagating shear crack tip, a series of secondary tensile cracks, at a
steep angle to the shear crack plane, were also observed. Motivated by these observations,
subsonic and intersonic mode II crack propagation with a velocity weakening cohesive
zone is analyzed in the main body of the paper. A cohesive law is assumed wherein the
cohesive shear traction is either a constant or decreases linearly with the local slip rate, the
rate of decrease governed by a slip rate weakening parameter. The cohesive shear traction
is assumed to vanish when the crack tip sliding displacement reaches a characteristic
breakdown slip. It is shown that a positive energy flux into the rupture front is possible in
the entire intersonic regime. The influence of shear strength and of the weakening
parameter on the crack propagation behavior is investigated. Crack tip stability issues are
also addressed, and favorable speed regimes are identified. Estimates of the slip rate
weakening parameter are obtained by using the theoretical model to predict the angle of
the secondary cracks. The rest of the parameters are subsequently estimated by comparing
the isochromatic fringe patterns (contours of maximum in-plane shear stress) predicted by
the solution with those recorded experimentally. INDEX TERMS: 7209 Seismology: Earthquake
dynamics and mechanics; 7260 Seismology: Theory and modeling; 8010 Structural Geology: Fractures and
faults; KEYWORDS: intersonic, shear rupture, weak planes, fault mechanics
1. Introduction
[2] A majority of earthquakes are caused by sudden
rupturing of the Earth’s crust along a preexisting fault plane
(weak plane in the Earth’s crust) under the action of high
ambient compressive and shear prestresses. The source
process involves a sudden slip in some local region on the
fault plane accompanied by a sudden stress drop over the
slipping region. Elastodynamic shear crack models provide
adequate approximations of the source mechanism and have
been widely used, in conjunction with the radiated elastic
wave field recorded by seismograms, to recover information
about the rupture process [Freund, 1979; Rice, 1980;
Dmowska and Rice, 1986; Scholz, 1990]. Average rupture
speeds thus inferred for most shallow crustal earthquakes
observed so far range from 0.7 to 0.9b, where b is the
average speed of S waves (shear waves) in the surrounding
rock body [Heaton, 1990; Beeler and Tullis, 1996]. Rupture
propagation is very sensitive to the properties of the
surrounding material and as such is a highly transient
process. For average rupture speeds close to b, it is plausible
that locally (on the portion of the rupture front where the
slip is predominantly in-plane shear), for short durations,
rupture speeds could be intersonic (speeds between b and
the P wave speed or longitudinal wave speed, a). Indeed,
evidence supporting such a scenario, at least over a portion
of the faulting, has been reported in the literature [Arch-
uleta, 1984; Spudich and Cranswick, 1984; Olsen et al.,
1997; Hernandez et al., 1999; Ellsworth and Celebi, 1999;
Bouchon et al., 2000, 2001].
[3] However, up to now, there have been no direct
laboratory observations of intersonic shear cracks. Indeed,
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propagating mode II cracks (either subsonic or intersonic)
are not observed in homogeneous solids. Pre-existing cracks
subjected to asymmetric loading curve or kink and tend to
propagate in directions oblique to the initial crack direction,
usually by choosing a path that would make them locally
tensile (mode I) [Cotterell and Rice, 1980]. However, fault
ruptures leading to earthquakes almost always extend as
planar cracks. Possible reasons for the planar growth are
that a preexisting fault plane provides a weakened path
which is preferential for crack extension and that the
confining pressure reduces the effect of tensile circumfer-
ential stresses near the crack tip which might otherwise lead
to oblique crack growth. Fault planes which are relatively
new (with regard to geological timescales) may be consid-
ered as weak planes separating rock bodies with approx-
imately the same elastic and thermal properties. As such,
laboratory experiments investigating high-speed dynamic
shear crack propagation along a weak plane joining two
identical homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic solids may
shed light on the possibility of intersonic rupture speeds.
[4] For remotely loaded mode I cracks in homogeneous,
isotropic, linear elastic solids the theoretical upper limit on
the propagation speed, v, is the Rayleigh wave speed (cR) of
the material [Freund, 1990; Broberg, 1999b]. The energy
flux into the crack tip region vanishes at cR, and at higher
speeds, no analytical solution can be found with positive
energy flux into the tip [Broberg, 1989]. Indeed, positive
energy flux is required because crack growth involves
material separation, which is an energy consuming process,
and hence a necessary condition for propagation of a crack
is that energy be supplied from the outer stress field to the
crack tip region. For remotely loaded mode II cracks, which
are forced to propagate in a prescribed straight-line path or
fault plane, crack speeds below cR (sub-Rayleigh) and those
in the intersonic regime are both permissible from similar
energetic considerations. The crack speed regime between
cR and b is, however, forbidden. As a result, such cracks
may either be purely sub-Rayleigh or purely intersonic but
may not transition between the two regimes with a contin-
uous variation of crack speed. Hence the upper limit on the
propagation speed (according to the classical interpretation)
for a remotely loaded mode II crack is a [Broberg, 1996].
On the basis of the same consideration the upper limit on
the propagation speed for remotely loaded mode III cracks
is b. The requirement of positive energy flow to the crack
edge region is inescapable. Only in cases where energy is
supplied directly to the crack tip without recourse to elastic
stress waves does crack propagation at any speed may
become possible [Winkler et al., 1970; Curran et al., 1970].
[5] Experimental observations in the laboratory typically
show realistic mode I crack speeds that are <60% of cR
[Fineberg and Marder, 1999]. In brittle solids, at 30–40%
of cR the microbranching instability sets in, whereby the
crack follows a wavy path, producing increasingly rough
fracture surfaces, and repeatedly attempts to branch
[Ramulu and Kobayashi, 1985; Ravichandar and Knauss,
1984b; Gao, 1993]. Eventually, successful branching into
multiple cracks occurs at speeds much below cR, thus
making the theoretical limit inaccessible. Also the height
of the process region (e.g., zone of microcracking) increases
substantially at high fracture speeds, indicating a strong
increase in the fracture energy required to sustain propaga-
tion at these speeds [Ravichandar and Knauss, 1984a;
Johnson, 1992]. W. G. Knauss and his coworkers have
shown that if the height of the process region can be
restrained to a thin layer along the crack path, thus sup-
pressing branching, then crack speeds can approach the
theoretical limiting speed, cR [Lee and Knauss, 1989;
Washabaugh and Knauss, 1994]. They observed mode I
cracks along a weak plane between two identical brittle
solids, asymptotically approaching the theoretical limit cR as
the cohesive strength of the plane was reduced. As men-
tioned before, propagating mode II cracks are usually not
observed in homogeneous isotropic solids. Sustained mode
II crack growth in such media is possible only if high
compressive ambient stresses are acting on the body pre-
venting crack opening [Melin, 1986; Broberg, 1987]. Direc-
tional stability of a mode II crack may also be sustained if it
propagates along a weak layer. Earthquake fault ruptures
may be approximated as dynamically growing shear (mixed
mode II and mode III) cracks along preexisting weak fault
planes in the presence of high ambient compressive and
shear prestresses. The mode mix as well as rupture speed
varies with position along the rupture front, and hence
portions of the front where the deformation is predomi-
nantly mode II may attain intersonic speeds. Confirming the
possibility, Rosakis et al. [1999, 2000], provided the first
direct and unambiguous laboratory evidence of intersonic
mode II cracks in the laboratory along weak planes in a
brittle solid. The experimental observations are summarized
in section 2.
[6] Hereinafter we concentrate exclusively on mode II
cracks, and henceforth the term shear crack refers to one
around which the deformation field exhibits mode II sym-
metries. In probably the first study on intersonic shear
cracks, Burridge [1973] analyzed the problem of a mode
II crack growing self-similarly from zero initial length along
an interface between two identical half-spaces held together
by Coulomb frictional contact and subjected to preimposed
uniform normal and shear stresses. In effect, he considered
the limiting case of zero cohesive energy together with a
finite stress limit or, in other words, a propagating stress
drop. He found that for subsonic crack speeds a positive
peak in shear stress propagating along with the shear wave
front appears ahead of the crack tip. This peak in shear
stress is observed to increase in magnitude as the crack
speed increases, and Burridge postulated that it might lead
to a secondary slip zone in front of the main crack tip
provided the limiting static friction is small. He argued that
a shear crack on such an interface will propagate at cR and,
if the limiting static friction is small, it would propagate at
a. He also noted that the crack tip stress singularity for
intersonic mode II cracks is <1/2 and that it is a function of
crack speed. Andrews [1976] numerically analyzed the
problem of transient symmetric expansion of a mode II
crack propagating along a prescribed path with a linearly
slip-weakening cohesive zone [Ida, 1972; Palmer and Rice,
1973] under the action of a uniform remote shear stress.
Corroborating Burridge’s prediction, Andrews found that
the expanding shear crack rapidly accelerates to speeds
close to cR and, if the limiting static friction is not high
enough, it initiates a secondary slip zone in front of it,
which coalesces with the main crack and that the combina-
tion was found to propagate at speeds around 1.5b. His
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observation describes one possible mechanism for a sub-
sonic shear crack to cross the forbidden speed regime
between cR and b. He pointed out that for intersonic cracks,
where the crack tip stress singularity is <1/2, a nonzero
fracture energy is supported only for the case where the
stress drop is not abrupt; that is, the crack tip region must
have a finite extent. Das and Aki [1977] analyzed transient
mode II crack expansion in an infinite, isotropic, homoge-
neous, elastic solid under uniform remote shear stress using
a boundary integral method. The crack tip was modeled as a
structureless point, and dynamic friction was assumed to act
on the crack faces. Using a critical stress criterion, they
confirmed the numerical results of Andrews [1976].
[7] Freund [1979] obtained the asymptotic stress and
particle velocity fields around a steady state intersonic mode
II crack, constrained to propagate along a straight-line path.
He showed that the stress field predicts two Mach waves
radiating from the crack tip. Stresses are singular not only at
the crack tip but all along the Mach fronts, with the same
order of singularity as that at the tip. In addition, across the
Mach front the normal stress and normal velocity perpen-
dicular to the front are continuous, whereas the shear stress
and tangential velocity suffer an infinite jump. Hence these
fronts are shear Mach waves. He also commented upon the
curious speed of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b, at which an intersonic crack behaves
‘‘subsonic-like’’ and the two trailing Mach waves disappear.
He investigated the problem of transient symmetric expan-
sion of a mode II crack under remote shear stress which was
studied numerically by Andrews [1976] and Das and Aki
[1977]. Using a critical stress criterion, he concluded that
the terminal speed for a subRayleigh mode II crack is cR and
that an intersonic mode II crack would begin to grow at a
speed greater than
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b and would quickly accelerate to a.
Burridge et al. [1979] investigated the stability of a steady
state mode II semi-infinite crack with a slip-weakening
cohesive zone driven by a point load acting on the crack
faces a finite distance from the tip. They solved the
governing integral equation numerically and concluded that
for a dynamic mode II crack the crack speed regimes v < cR
and b < v <
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b are inherently unstable, the speed regimeﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b < v < a is stable, while the speed regime cR < v < b is
forbidden. Rice [1980], Das [1985], and Dmowska and Rice
[1986] summarized the literature on dynamic shear crack
propagation and its application to modeling the earthquake
source process.
[8] Broberg [1989] gave an elegant summary of the
admissible crack speed regimes for mode I, mode II, and
mode III cracks (all propagating along a predetermined
straight-line path) on the basis of the requirement of a
positive energy flux to the crack tip region. Broberg [1994,
1995] also solved analytically the problem of a self-similar
intersonic mode II crack expanding symmetrically from
zero initial length under the action of a remote uniform
shear stress. He showed that the dynamic energy release
rate depends on the extent of the process region as (d/a)(1–
2q), where d is the extent of the process region, a is the
crack length, and q is the speed dependent crack tip stress
singularity. Except for v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b, where q = 1/2, a
vanishing process region predicts a vanishing energy flux
into the tip. He assumed a Barenblatt-type process region
(more exactly a cohesive traction distribution that varies
linearly with position) near the crack tip and computed the
energy flux into the intersonic crack tip region. For the
chosen process region type he showed that the requirement
of constant fracture energy independent of crack speed
would accelerate an intersonic crack all the way up to a.
He also investigated the effect of transient crack acceler-
ation on the near tip fields for a semi-infinite intersonic
mode II crack [Broberg, 1999a]. Johnson [1990] showed
that steady state unidirectional mode II crack growth is
possible in earthquake events, provided that one of the
leading edges associated with an initially extending rupture
front encounters a barrier (region of high shear strength).
In his finite element simulations he observed terminal
speeds close to a. The case of rupture on a fault within
a low wave speed zone sandwiched between two identical
high wave speed materials was investigated numerically by
Harris and Day [1997]. Depending on the width of this
zone and the location of the fault within the zone, a host of
rupture speeds were predicted ranging from below b all the
way up to
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b of the higher wave speed material but
never exceeding it.
[9] Some of the recent analytical and numerical work on
dynamic shear cracks was motivated by the experiments of
A. J. Rosakis and his coworkers on intersonic crack
propagation in homogeneous, isotropic solids [Rosakis
et al., 1999, 2000], in bimaterials [Lambros and Rosakis,
1995; Singh et al., 1997; Rosakis et al., 1998], and in
transversely isotropic solids [Coker and Rosakis, 2001] all
of which feature special directions of inhomogeneity in
fracture toughness (i.e., planes of reduced fracture tough-
ness). Gao et al. [1999] made an interesting comparison of
intersonic cracks with intersonic glide edge dislocations and
developed a unified treatment for investigating the existence
of radiation-free intersonic speeds for either system. Huang
et al. [1999] derived the asymptotic fields around an
intersonically propagating mode II crack in a transversely
isotropic material. They showed that a radiation-free inter-
sonic speed exists for a mode II crack in a transversely
isotropic solid, similar to
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b for the homogeneous case,
where the crack tip dynamic energy release rate is finite. Yu
and Suo [2000] developed a unified method based on
analytic function theory to obtain the near-tip fields for a
quasi-static/subsonic/intersonic crack in a homogeneous
solid or along a bimaterial interface with the constituents
being either isotropic or anisotropic. They used a Dugdale-
type cohesive zone model (constant cohesive traction) and
identified those crack speed regimes that result in negative
cohesive zone length being forbidden.
[10] Needleman [1999] performed a finite element sim-
ulation of the intersonic shear crack experiments of Rosakis
et al. [1999] using a cohesive surface constitutive relation
for the weak crack path. He found that a shear crack
initiating from a precrack along the weak path either
propagates at cR or accelerates to a near constant intersonic
speed above
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b. He examined the effect of shear
strength of the interface, the fracture energy, and the
duration of the loading pulse on the transition from a
sub-Rayleigh to an intersonic speed, as well as on the
terminal speed achieved. Abraham and Gao [2000] per-
formed an atomistic simulation of shear crack propagation
along a weak interface characterized by a Lennard-Jones
potential, joining two harmonic crystals. Their simulations
showed that a shear dominated crack, soon after initiation
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accelerates to cR and then nucleates an intersonic daughter
crack that travels at a, in accordance with the predictions
of Burridge [1973] and Andrews [1976]. When the applied
strain was completely relaxed after the initiation of the
daughter crack, they found shear crack propagation at
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b,
similar to the behavior observed in the experiments of
Rosakis et al. [1999]. Using a spectral boundary element
scheme, Geubelle and Kubair [2001] numerically studied
the problem of transient initiation and propagation of a
mixed mode in-plane crack in its own plane under the
action of remote uniform mixed mode loading. Using a
quasi-linear cohesive failure model, they observed that a
shear-dominated crack can attain intersonic speeds either
by initiation of a secondary slip zone in front of the tip (the
Burridge-Andrews mechanism) or simply by a rapid, but
smooth acceleration through the forbidden regime. The
latter case, which was also observed by Johnson [1990],
is in contradiction with the theoretical prediction that an in-
plane crack with a continuously varying speed cannot
accelerate through cR. During steady state intersonic crack
growth it was found that the cohesive failure occurred
entirely in shear even under far-field mixed mode loading,
consistent with analytical predictions. Gao et al. [2001]
studied the transition of a subsonic mode II crack to
intersonic speeds using a cohesive fracture criterion and
showed that the predictions of continuum elasticity theories
are captured very well by atomistic simulations.
[11] In the geophysics literature, more emphasis has been
placed on the analysis of symmetrical expansion of two- and
three-dimensional (2-D and 3-D) shear cracks of finite size
rather than on semi-infinite mode II or mode III cracks. The
reason for this emphasis seems to be due to the fact that
actual faults have finite dimensions, and if primary interest
is on the details of seismic radiation due to fault motion,
then these fault dimensions must be included. On the other
hand, if primary interest is on the fracture process, then the
actual fault dimensions are of lesser importance, and semi-
infinite crack models appear to be suitable. Our current
work is primarily motivated by the experimental observa-
tions of intersonic shear cracks in our laboratory and is
pursued with an aim toward providing a satisfactory ana-
lytical model to explain the various features of the rupture
process. Therefore a semi-infinite cohesive shear crack
model was chosen and examined critically for its ability
to explain the various features observed during intersonic
shear rupture. In section 2 a brief description is provided of
the experimental procedure, and evidence of intersonic
shear cracks is presented. The experimental observations
are compared with the singular solution of Freund [1979],
thus motivating the necessity of a cohesive zone model. In
sections 3, 4, and 5 a velocity weakening cohesive zone
model for steady state dynamic mode II crack propagation is
proposed and analyzed. The cohesive shear traction is
assumed to decrease linearly with increasing local slip rate.
The governing equations are solved using a standard tech-
nique in analytic function theory and the nature of the
predicted near-tip fields is examined. In section 7 a prop-
agation criterion is imposed, which requires a constant
breakdown slip at the physical crack tip (rear end of the
cohesive zone), and its predictions on the fracture energy
dissipated, critical cohesive zone length, and stability of
crack growth are discussed. In sections 6 and 8 the ability of
the model to predict the various features observed during
intersonic mode II crack propagation is examined, and the
parameters of the model are extracted. Finally, in section 9
the possibility of self-healing slip pulses in our laboratory
specimens is briefly discussed.
2. Experimental Observations of Intersonic
Shear Cracks
[12] Experiments were performed in the laboratory to
verify the possibility of intersonic mode II rupture speeds
along a weak plane in an otherwise constitutively homoge-
neous, isotropic, linear elastic solid. The experimental setup
is shown in the inset of 1, along with the details of specimen
geometry and the loading device. The laboratory specimens
were made by bonding two identical plates (150 mm  125
mm) of Homalite-100, a brittle polyester resin, as shown in
the inset of 1. The thickness of the plates was either 4.8, 6.4,
or 9.5 mm. Homalite-100 exhibits the property of stress-
induced birefringence, enabling the use of dynamic photo-
elasticity for visualizing the stress state in the specimen. The
bonding process was chosen carefully so that the constitu-
tive properties of the bond are close to those of the bulk
material. A polyester resin solution (99.5% by weight) was
used for bonding, with methyl ethyl ketone peroxide as
hardener (0.4%) and cobalt octate (0.1%) as catalyst. The
bond was cured for 48 hours at room temperature. The
thickness of the bond so obtained was 20–30 mm. A
notch, 25 mm long and 2 mm wide, was machined on the
upper half of the specimen along the bond line (see
Figure 1). The relevant material properties of Homalite at
high strain rates (of the order 103 s1) are shear modulus,
m = 1.9 GPa; Poisson’s ratio, n = 0.34; cR (plane stress) =
1155 m/s; b = 1255 m s1; and a (plane stress) = 2187 m s1.
The tensile strength su of bulk Homalite is35 MPa and the
shear strength of the bond to, as measured using a conven-
tional Iosipescu shear test fixture is around 12–16 MPa.
Thus we constructed a material system which, although not
monolithic, can be considered homogeneous with regard to
its linear elastic constitutive description. However, the
strength and fracture toughness along the bond line are
lower, so that the material is inhomogeneous with regard to
its fracture properties.
[13] A schematic illustration of the experimental setup is
shown in 1. Dynamic photoelasticity was chosen for
recording the stress field near the propagating crack tip
because of its ability to visualize shear Mach waves,
anticipated by the intersonic crack solutions. The specimen
was subjected to asymmetric impact loading with a cylin-
drical projectile fired from a high-speed gas gun. The
projectile was 75 mm long and 50 mm in diameter and
was made of hardened steel. Compressed air at 83 kPa to
0.6 MPa was used as the driving medium, which resulted
in projectile velocities ranging from 8 to 40 m s1. A steel
buffer was bonded to the specimen at the impact site to
induce a planar loading wave front. The compressive
longitudinal wave diffracts around the notch loading it,
initially, in a predominantly shearing mode [Lee and
Freund, 1990]. The loading pulse is of the ramp type,
with a risetime of 27 ms and a peak compressive stress of
54 MPa. The risetime corresponds roughly to the time
taken for a longitudinal wave to traverse twice the length
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of the projectile, which is also the time for which the
projectile is in contact with the steel buffer. A notch was
preferred to be the crack initiation site instead of a
mathematically sharp precrack to prevent the transmission
of stress waves into the top half and also to increase the
toughness initiation threshold. The dynamic stress field
produced by the impact loading was recorded using photo-
elasticity in conjunction with high-speed photography. A
coherent, monochromatic, plane-polarized, collimated laser
beam of 50 mm diameter was transmitted through the
specimen. An argon ion pulsed laser was used as the light
source, operating at a wavelength of 514.5 nm (green).
The specimen was placed in a light field circular polari-
scope resulting in an isochromatic fringe pattern due to
stress induced birefringence in Homalite. Photoelasticity is
a common optical technique used in solid mechanics
applications which provides real-time full field information
about the stress state, and the reader is referred to Dally
and Riley [1991] for further details. The isochromatic
fringe pattern is recorded by a rotating mirror type high-
speed camera capable of recording 80 frames at framing
rates up to 2 million frames per second. The generation of
the isochromatic fringe patterns, which are contours of
constant maximum in-plane shear stress (tmax) is governed
by the stress optic law
s1  s2 ¼ 2tmax ¼ nFs
h
; ð1Þ
where Fs is the material fringe constant, h is the specimen
thickness, s1, s2 are the two principal stresses in the plane,
and n is the isochromatic fringe order. For Homalite-100,
Fs = 22.6 kN m
1.
[14] Figure 2 shows a selected sequence of isochromatic
fringe patterns around a shear crack initiating from a notch
and propagating along the weak plane joining two Homalite
plates. The time elapsed after impact as well as the crack tip
speed (after initiation) is shown in each frame. The
sequence is drawn from two nominally identical experi-
ments differing only in the position of the field of view.
Speed of the projectile at the time of impact was 27 m s1.
In the first three frames (Figures 2a–2c) the field of view of
50 mm diameter is centered on the weak plane, 20.6 mm
ahead of the notch tip. In Figure 2a we can see the stress
waves from the impact site diffracting around the notch tip
and simultaneously observe the stress concentration build-
125mm
150mm
150mm
25mm
50mm
75mm
Figure 1. Dynamic photoelasticity setup showing a Homalite/Homalite specimen placed inside a
circular polariscope and being subjected to impact shear loading by a projectile fired from a high-speed
gas gun. The resulting isochromatic fringe patterns are recorded by high-speed photography. The
specimen geometry is shown in the inset.
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ing up. In Figure 2b a shear crack has just initiated from the
notch tip and begins to propagate along the weak plane. The
nature of stress wave loading acting on the propagating
crack would cause the crack faces to move toward each
other, if possible [Lee and Freund, 1990]. However, the
crack faces in their rest configuration are already in contact
(but traction free) and so are constrained against such a
movement. This results in a negligible negative mode I
component at the tip, and the propagating crack may be
considered to be a pure mode II crack, albeit with negative
normal tractions acting on the crack faces (which annul the
negative mode I stress intensity factor required at the tip due
to the mode mix of far-field loading). Also, note that the
crack speed is already intersonic at this stage, confirming
the analytical predictions of Andrews [1976], Freund
[1979], Broberg [1989], etc., that intersonic mode II crack
growth is energetically permissible. Figure 2c shows an
increased stress intensity around the propagating crack tip
and in addition we can discern a series of shadow spots all
lined up at a steep angle to the crack plane behind the crack
tip. In Figures 2d–2f the field of view of 50 mm diameter is
centered 63.1 mm ahead of the notch tip. In Figure 2d we
see a crack entering the field of view around which the
shape of the isochromatic fringe pattern has changed dra-
matically. In Figures 2e and 2f we can clearly distinguish
two lines radiating from the crack tip across which the
fringe pattern changes abruptly (lines of stress field dis-
continuity). These two lines correspond to the two traveling
shear Mach waves, which limit the spread of shear waves
emanating from the crack tip as it propagates along the
interface at intersonic speeds. The angle, x, the Mach waves
make with the crack faces is related to the crack speed
through
x ¼ sin1 b=vð Þ: ð2Þ
The crack speed and the Mach angle in Figures 2e and 2f
are in close proximity, and the nature of the isochromatic
fringe pattern is very similar, indicating that the propagating
crack at this stage may be approximated to have reached a
steady state.
[15] Typical crack tip speed histories for two identical
experiments varying only in the position of the field of view
are shown in Figure 3. Crack tip speeds were determined
using two methods. In the first method a second-order
interpolating polynomial is obtained for every three succes-
sive points in the crack length history, which is then differ-
entiated with time to give the crack speed for the midpoint.
In the second method, crack tip speeds for frames in which
the Mach waves can be clearly distinguished are obtained
by measuring their angle of inclination to the crack faces
and using equation (2). The variation of the crack tip speed
with crack length obtained using the first method is shown
in Figure 3a, whereas that obtained by the second method is
shown in Figure 3b. Crack length includes length of the
initial notch, which was 25 mm. From Figure 3a we see
Figure 2. Isochromatic fringe pattern around a crack initiating from a single edge notch and
propagating along a weak plane in Homalite. Impact speed 27 m s1. (a–c) Field of view of 50 mm
diameter centered 20.6 mm ahead of the notch tip. (d–f ) Field of view of 50 mm diameter centered 63.1
mm ahead of the notch tip. The two Mach waves radiating from the intersonic crack tip can be clearly
distinguished.
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that the initially recorded crack tip speed is close to the
shear wave speed of Homalite (within experimental error of
±100 m s1) beyond which it accelerates (at the order of
108 m s2), thus becoming intersonic. Thereafter, it con-
tinues to accelerate up to the plane stress longitudinal wave
speed of Homalite, following which it decelerates and
ultimately reaches a steady state value of about
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
times
the shear wave speed. As seen in Figure 2, the Mach wave
angle under steady state conditions reaches an almost
constant value around 43–45, corresponding to a crack
tip speed slightly higher than
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b. For the recent Izmit
(Turkey) earthquake, Bouchon et al. [2000, 2001] reported
that the portion of rupture zone propagating toward the east
attained a remarkably high average speed of 4.7 km s1.
With the average shear wave speed in crustal rocks at those
depths being around 3.4–3.5 km s1, the rupture speed was
1.4b. This is very close to ﬃﬃﬃ2p b, the speed around which a
steady state intersonic shear crack was observed to prop-
agate in our experiments. Note that the crack tip speed
estimate from the Mach wave angle (whenever these are
easily discernible) is more accurate compared to that
obtained from the crack length history due to the inherent
propagation of errors in the differentiation process. It should
be recalled here that the speed regime between cR and b is
forbidden by theory based on energy considerations. Hence
a crack will have to jump discontinuously from the sub-
Rayleigh regime to the intersonic regime. However, another
possibility for generating such intersonic speeds is to bypass
this forbidden regime by nucleating a crack in front of the
initial notch that instantaneously starts to propagate at a
speed above b. Within our experimental time resolution the
second scenario seems to be the most probable.
[16] Figure 4b shows a postmortem photograph of a
portion near the notch tip on the upper half of the test
specimen. Figure 4a shows an illustration of the specimen
with the area photographed shown as a dashed rectangle.
Starting from a finite distance ahead of the notch tip along
the crack path, a series of short opening cracks, parallel to
each other and steeply inclined to the main shear crack path,
can be observed. These secondary cracks were observed all
along the main crack path on the upper half, but no such
cracks were observed in the lower half of the specimen. It
can be concluded that these cracks have initiated on the
upper crack face, propagated a finite distance (varying from
a few microns to a few millimeters) slightly off-vertical into
the upper half of the specimen and subsequently got
arrested. Occasionally, a few cracks have gone farther.
The broken specimens are carefully reassembled, and the
angle of inclination of the secondary cracks to the vertical
(line perpendicular to the crack plane) was measured. The
measurements were made on specimens from five different
experiments and Figure 4c shows a variation of the secon-
dary crack angle with frequency (number of secondary
cracks inclined at the same angle). It was found that the
angle of inclination varies roughly from 8 to 13, with an
average of about 10.6. Within the measurement error of
±1, no strong correlation was found between the secondary
crack angle and the main shear crack speed. The angle of
inclination was found to reduce slightly toward the edge of
the specimen, possibly due to the influence of the free
boundary. Cracks that grew longer curved toward the
vertical, but the initial orientation of all of them was almost
the same. Most of the secondary cracks, especially the short
ones seem to have a 3-D structure, in that they did not
extend through the specimen thickness.
[17] The initiation, propagation, and arrest of these cracks
can be observed in real time. The high-speed images of the
isochromatic fringe pattern around the main shear crack tip
contain information about the initiation and the growth of
these cracks. A typical photograph in which the phenom-
enon can be clearly distinguished is shown in Figure 5a. A
series of symmetric shadow spots, associated with the
strong deformation around the secondary mode I crack tips,
originate on the shear crack face, propagate a finite distance
into the upper half of the specimen, and subsequently arrest.
Such a series of shadow spots surrounding these secondary
cracks are also clearly distinguishable in Figure 2c. The
centers of all these shadow spots fall on almost a straight
line inclined at 23 (a*) to the crack face. From this
measure, as well as the small inclination of these cracks
from the vertical (q*  11) and from the speed of the main
shear crack, an estimate of their propagation speed is
obtained to be 0.6b. The symmetric nature of the shadow
spots reveals the tensile (mode I) nature of these secondary
cracks. If we extend the line passing through the center of
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Figure 3. Evolution of crack speed as the crack
propagates along the weak plane. Experiment 9 corresponds
to an impact speed of 26.8 m s1, and the field of view of
50 mm was centered at 29.1 mm ahead of the notch tip.
Experiment 15 corresponds to an impact speed of 27.7
m s1, and the field of view of 50 mm was centered at 63.1
mm ahead of the notch tip. (a) Crack speed obtained from
crack length history. (b) Crack speed obtained from Mach
angle measurements.
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the shadow spots to the crack face, we can readily see that
they originate a finite, albeit a small, distance behind the
main crack tip. Hence formation of these secondary cracks
is not akin to the typical branching phenomenon observed in
high-speed subsonic crack propagation. Nor are they akin to
the echelon cracks formed in front of a shear crack when its
kinking into a tensile crack is prevented due to overall
compressive stresses. These secondary, subsonic, opening
mode cracks behind the main intersonic shear crack tip
cannot be explained completely based on the asymptotic
solution for a traction free intersonic crack. The stress
component s11 (direct stress parallel to the crack faces)
around the intersonic shear crack tip is tensile in the top half
of the specimen, whereas it is compressive in the bottom
half. This explains why the opening cracks are observed
only in the tensile half of the specimen. If the cracks
originated on a traction-free surface, then we would expect
them to propagate vertically (perpendicular to the crack
plane). The inclination of the secondary cracks from the
vertical can only be explained in terms of a more complex
state of stress at the initiation site. As mentioned before, it is
likely that the crack faces are in contact and subsequently
undergo frictional sliding, resulting in a biaxial state of
stress at the initiation site. However, most of these cracks
seem to originate only a couple of millimeters behind the
main crack tip, and in the absence of overall normal
compression, a simple way to include the frictional stress
at the initiation site is to introduce a shear cohesive zone of
finite size behind the tip. Indeed, subsequently, we intro-
duce a velocity weakening line cohesive zone at the
intersonic crack tip to explain the inclination of these
secondary cracks to the vertical. Figure 5b shows an
illustration of the region near the crack tip that explains
our interpretation as to the origin and directivity of the
secondary tensile cracks. The main intersonic shear crack is
propagating with a line cohesive zone of length L in front of
it. The secondary cracks originate on the top cohesive
surface, where the stress state is 2-D, with a tensile direct
stress s parallel to the interface along with a local shear
cohesive traction, t. With the biaxial state of stress at the
Homalite
Homalite
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Figure 4. Secondary cracks formed on the tensile half of the specimen during intersonic shear crack
growth. (a) Illustration of the specimen showing the location and orientation of the secondary tensile
cracks (not to scale). (b) Magnified photograph of the region delineated by the dashed rectangle in the
illustration in Figure 4a. (c) Measured data on the inclination of the secondary cracks to the vertical.
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initiation site the maximum principal tensile stress acts on a
plane inclined at an angle q* to the vertical, thus explaining
the off-vertical orientation of these cracks. The driving force
leading to the initiation and growth of these secondary
cracks is provided by the near-tip field associated with the
main intersonic shear crack. As the intersonic shear crack
moves farther away from the initiation site of the secondary
crack, the driving force acting on it falls, leading to its
eventual arrest.
[18] Another motivation to study intersonic shear cracks
with a finite sized shear cohesive zone is shown in Figure 6.
It shows a sequence of isochromatic fringe patterns around
an intersonic mode II crack along a weak plane in Homalite-
100. Here the impact speed was 20.8 m s1, and the field of
view of 50 mm diameter was centered on the weak plane,
38.2 mm ahead of the notch tip. Compared to the sequence
shown in Figure 2, the impact speed here is lower, and also
the field of view is much closer to the initiation site. In such
a case, we see that the Mach waves radiating from the tip
are not very sharp and have structure with a finite width.
The finite width of the Mach waves is not modeled by the
singular solution [Freund, 1979], which predicts mathemati-
cally sharp line Mach waves. An intersonic mode II crack
model incorporating a cohesive zone of finite extent is
required to model the structure of the Mach waves as well
as the crack tip process zone.
[19] For intersonic mode II cracks the idealization of the
crack tip process zone to a point-size dissipative region
results in a physically unrealistic situation, wherein the
requirement of a positive energy flux to the crack tip region
is met only at
ﬃﬃﬃ
2 b. On the contrary, the experimental
observations show crack growth at all intersonic speeds.
Moreover, the sharp crack solution predicts singular stresses
at the crack tip as well as along the Mach waves with the
same order of singularity as at the crack tip. However, such
a singular stress distribution along propagating lines of
stress discontinuity is clearly an idealization as the max-
imum stress at any point must be limited by the intrinsic
strength of the material. A comparatively simple way to
eliminate this difficulty would be to incorporate a cohesive
zone of finite size in front of the tip [Andrews, 1976;
Broberg, 1989]. In such a case, positive energy flux to the
dissipative zone results at all intersonic speeds except at b
and a. With such a model the finite strength of the interface
can also be taken into account. In the subsequent sections,
steady state subsonic and intersonic mode II crack prop-
agation (along a weak interface) with a velocity weakening
cohesive zone is analyzed. A line cohesive zone is intro-
duced in front of the crack tip, with the traction on the
cohesive surface decreasing linearly with increase in the
local slip rate. Such a line cohesive zone has a natural
motivation from the experiments described above, where
the fracture process zone was mostly confined to a thin
weak layer (the bond line) in front of the crack tip. Data on
the dependence of cohesive shear traction on slip rate at the
rates experienced in the experiments are unavailable. How-
ever, we assume that the dependence is linear, and we
determine its slope by comparing the model predictions
with the experimental observations.
3. A Cohesive Zone Model for Subsonic and
Intersonic Mode II Rupture
[20] Consider a semi-infinite mode II crack with a line
cohesive zone of length L in front of the tip, propagating at
a constant speed v through a homogeneous, isotropic, linear
elastic solid under 2-D plane strain or plane stress con-
ditions (see Figure 7a). If the crack speed v during prop-
agation, changes sufficiently smoothly, then the near-tip
stress field at any instant is dominated by the instantaneous
steady state solution [Freund, 1990]. The crack is con-
strained to propagate in its own plane and the crack speed
can be either subsonic or intersonic (0 < v < a). For planar
deformation the displacement field ua with respect to a
fixed coordinate system (x1, x2) can be expressed in terms of
two displacement potentials f(x1, x2, t) and y(x1, x2, t) as
ua x1; x2; tð Þ ¼ f;a x1; x2; tð Þ þ aby;b x1; x2; tð Þ; ð3Þ
where ab is the 2-D alternator with 11 = 22 = 0 and 12 =
21 = 1. The usual Cartesian index notation is employed,
wherein repeated indices imply summation. Greek indices
take the values 1 and 2 and roman indices take the values 1,
2, and 3. Also ( ),a = @(,)/@xa and an overdot on any field
quantity represents derivative with respect to time.
[21] The strain field and stress field components can be
expressed in terms of these displacement potentials using the
strain-displacement relations and the generalized Hooke’s
(b)
Figure 5. Formation of secondary tensile cracks during
intersonic shear crack growth along a weak plane in
Homalite. (a) Isochromatic fringe pattern showing the
initiation and propagation of secondary cracks behind the
main intersonic crack. (b) An illustration of the stress state
on the crack face, providing an explanation for the
inclination of these secondary cracks to the vertical.
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law. By introducing a moving coordinate system (h1, h2) =
(x1  vt, x2) centered at the front end of the cohesive zone
(see Figure 7a) and assuming that crack growth is steady
state, one finds that the equations of motion in terms of f and
y reduce to [Freund, 1990; Broberg, 1999b]
f;11 h1; h2ð Þ þ
1
a2l
f;22 h1; h2ð Þ ¼ 0 0 < v < a; ð4aÞ
y;11 h1; h2ð Þ þ
1
a2s
y;22 h1; h2ð Þ ¼ 0 0 < v < b; ð4bÞ
y;11 h1; h2ð Þ 
1
a^2s
y;22 h1; h2ð Þ ¼ 0 b < v < a; ð4cÞ
where
al ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 v2a2
q
;as ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 v2
b2
q
a^s ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v2
b2
 1
q
:
ð5Þ
Figure 6. Isochromatic fringe pattern around a propagating intersonic crack along a weak plane in
Homalite showing a cohesive zone of finite extent near the tip. Impact speed is 20.8 m s1. Field of view
of 50 mm diameter was centered 38.2 mm ahead of the notch tip.
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Thus the motion is governed by two elliptic equations in the
subsonic case, whereas for the intersonic case it is governed
by an elliptic and a hyperbolic equation.
3.1. Subsonic Case, 0 
 v < B
[22] The most general solutions for the displacement
potentials are [Freund, 1990]
f h1; h2ð Þ ¼ Re F zlð Þf g; ð6aÞ
y h1; h2ð Þ ¼ Im G zsð Þf g; ð6bÞ
where F( ) is a function, analytic with respect to its
argument, zl = h1+ i alh2 everywhere in the zl plane except
on the crack faces and G( ) is a function, analytic with
respect to its argument, zs = h1+ iash2 everywhere in the zs
plane except on the crack faces. The stress and displacement
fields may now be expressed in terms of the unknown
functions F and G.
[23] For a mode II crack the displacement component u1
is antisymmetric with respect to the crack plane, where as
the component u2 is symmetric with respect to the crack
plane. Hence
F 0 h1ð Þ ¼ F 0 h1ð Þ; ð7aÞ
G0 h1ð Þ ¼ G0 h1ð Þ: ð7bÞ
The superscripts ‘‘+’’ and ‘‘’’ stand for the limits h2 ! 0+
and h2! 0, respectively. The traction boundary conditions
on the cohesive surfaces and the crack faces are given by
s22 h1ð Þ ¼ 0 h1 < 0; ð8aÞ
s12 h1ð Þ ¼
t h1=Lð Þ  L < h1 < 0;
0 h1 < L;

ð8bÞ
where t(h1/L) is the unknown cohesive traction distribution
on the cohesive surfaces. Substituting for the stress fields in
terms of F and G and incorporating the mode II symmetries
from equation (7), we have
1þ a2s
 
F 00þ h1ð Þ  F 00 h1ð Þf g
þ2as G00þ h1ð Þ  G00 h1ð Þf g ¼ 0 h1 < 0; ð9aÞ
im
h
al F 00þ h1ð Þ þ F 00 h1ð Þf g þ
1þ a2s
 
2
: G00þ h1ð Þ þ G00 h1ð Þf g
i
¼ t h1ð Þ L < h1 < 0;
0 h1 < L:

ð9bÞ
Equation (9a) implies that the function,
P zð Þ ¼ 1þ a2s
 
F 00 zð Þ þ 2asG00 zð Þ; ð10Þ
which is analytic everywhere in the z = h1 + ih2 plane, except
possibly along the crack line, is continuous across the crack
line and it does not have any poles there. Hence P(z) is an
entire function. Furthermore, the vanishing of stress at
remote points implies that P(z)! 0 as |z|!1. Hence P(z)
is a bounded entire function and by Liouville’s theorem P(z)
is a constant. In particular, P(z) = 0 everywhere. Hence
G00 zð Þ ¼  1þ a
2
s
 
2as
F 00 zð Þ: ð11Þ
Equation (9b) becomes
iF 00þ h1ð Þ  ið ÞF 00 h1ð Þ ¼
4as
mR vð Þ t h1=Lð Þ L < h1 < 0;
0 h1 < L;
(
ð12Þ
where R(v) = 4alas  (1 + as2)2 is the Rayleigh function.
This is an inhomogeneous Hilbert problem. The general
solution of equation (12) is given by Muskhelishvili [1963]
and Gakhov [1990] and considering only the singular terms,
F 00 zð Þ ¼ Aoﬃﬃ
z
p þ 1
2pi
4as
mR vð Þ
1ﬃﬃ
z
p
Z 0
L
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xj jp t x=Lð Þ
x z dx: ð13Þ
Following equation (7) we can readily conclude that Ao is
pure imaginary.
[24] The shear stress ahead of the crack tip is given by
s12 h1>0; h2¼0ð Þ¼
imR vð Þ
2as
Aoﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1j j
p
(
þ 1
ip
2as
mR vð Þ
 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1j j
p Z 0
L
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xj jp t x=Lð Þ
x h1j j
dx
)
: ð14Þ
(a)
1
1
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1
Figure 7. Dynamic in-plane shear crack in a homoge-
neous, isotropic, linear elastic solid with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone. (a) Illustration showing the
cohesive zone and the crack tip coordinate system. (b)
Velocity weakening cohesive law relating the shear traction
to the local slip and slip rate.
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Far ahead of the crack tip, i.e., for h1 = D  L, h2 = 0, the
solution must match the square root singular stress intensity
factor field (KII
d field) for steady subsonic crack growth.
s12 h1 ¼ D; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ 
mR vð Þ
2as
iAoﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
p ¼ K
d
IIﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pD
p :
) iAo ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p K
d
II
m
2as
RðvÞ : ð15Þ
Also, with the presence of a cohesive zone the stresses must
be bounded at its front end, and the stress intensity here
should vanish.
lim
h1!0þ
s12 h1 > 0; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ph1
p ¼ 0: ð16aÞ
) iAo ¼ 1mp
2as
R vð Þ
Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xj jp dx: ð16bÞ
) KdII ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xj jp dx: ð16cÞ
The h1 gradient of the sliding displacement u1 along the
upper cohesive surface is given by
u1;1 L < h1 < 0; h2 ! 0þð Þ ¼ 
v2
b2
as
R vð Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1j j
p
mp
pv
Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
xj jp xþ h1j jð Þ dx; ð17Þ
where ‘‘pv’’ stands for Cauchy principal value (indicating
that the integral must be interpreted in the Cauchy principal
value sense). For steady crack growth, () = v( ),1. Hence
the above result relates the rate of sliding within the
cohesive zone to the cohesive traction resisting the sliding.
3.2. Intersonic Case, B < v < A
[25] Owing to the symmetry of the problem, we consider
the solution to equations (4) only in the upper half plane
(h2  0). The general solutions for the displacement
potentials are [Freund, 1990]
f h1; h2ð Þ ¼ Re F zlð Þf g; ð18aÞ
y h1; h2ð Þ ¼ g h1 þ a^sh2ð Þ; ð18bÞ
where F is the same function as in the subsonic case and g()
is a real function of its argument. The radiation condition is
employed here; that is, an intersonic crack is only capable of
generating backward running shear waves. The displace-
ment and stress fields may now be expressed in terms of the
unknown functions F and g.
[26] Mode II symmetries ahead of the crack tip reduce to
F 00þ h1ð Þ ¼ F 00 h1ð Þ h1 > 0; ð19aÞ
g00þ h1ð Þ ¼ 0 h1 > 0: ð19bÞ
[27] Following equation (19), we can define q(z) (by
analytic continuation), a function analytic everywhere on
the complex z plane except on the crack faces as
q zð Þ ¼
F 00 zð Þ Im zf g  0;
F 00 zð Þ Im zf g < 0:
(
ð20Þ
The traction boundary conditions on the upper crack face
and the cohesive surface reduce to
g00þ h1ð Þ ¼
 1 a^2s
 
4a^s
F 00þ h1ð Þ þ F 00 h1ð Þ
 
h1 < 0; ð21aÞ
m 2alIm F 00þ h1ð Þf g  1 a^2s
 
g00þ h1ð Þ
 
¼ t h1=Lð Þ  L < h1 < 0;
0 h1 < L:

ð21bÞ
The second equation of equation (20) reduces to
1 a^2s
 2þ 4iala^sh iqþ h1ð Þ  1 a^2s 2 4iala^sh iq h1ð Þ
¼
4a^s
m t h1=Lð Þ L < h1 < 0;
0 h1 < L:

ð22Þ
Similar to the subsonic case, the general solution for the
inhomogeneous Hilbert problem in the upper half plane
(h2  0), is given by
q zð Þ ¼ F 00 zð Þ ¼ Ao
zq
þ 1
2pi
4a^s
mRq
1
z q
Z 0
L
xj jqt x=Lð Þ
x z dx; ð23Þ
where
q ¼ 1
p
tan1
4ala^s
1 a^2s
 2
" #
ð24aÞ
Rq ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
16a2l a^
2
s þ 1 a^2s
 4q
: ð24bÞ
From mode II symmetries we can readily conclude that Ao is
pure imaginary.
[28] The shear stress ahead of the crack tip is given by
s12 h1 > 0; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ ¼
2mal iAo
h1j jq
þ sin qp
p
1
h1j jq
Z 0
L
xj jqt x=Lð Þ
x h1j j
dx: ð25Þ
Far ahead of the crack tip, i.e., for h1 = D  L,h2 = 0, the
solution must match the singular solution.
s12 h1 ¼ D; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ 
2mal iAo
Dq
¼ K
*d
IIﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
Dq
;
) iAo ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p K
*d
II
2mal
: ð26Þ
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KII*
d is the intersonic mode II stress intensity factor. Also,
with the presence of a cohesive zone the stresses must be
bounded at the front end, and the stress intensity factor here
should vanish.
lim
h1!0þ
s12 h1 > 0; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
hq1 ¼ 0: ð27aÞ
) iAo ¼ 1
2mal
p
sin qp
Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þ
xj j1q dx: ð27bÞ
) K*dII ¼ sin qp
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
r Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þ
xj j1q dx: ð27cÞ
The relation between the rate of sliding within the cohesive
zone and the cohesive shear traction resisting the sliding is
given by
u1;1 L < h1 < 0; h2 ! 0þð Þ ¼
1þ a^2s
 
sin2qp
4pmal
pt h1=Lð Þ
tan qp

 h1j j1qpv
Z 0
L
t x=Lð Þ
xj j1q xþ h1j jð Þ
dx

: ð28Þ
4. Velocity Weakening Cohesive Law
[29] Cohesive zones of the slip-weakening type have
been used extensively in the past to model shear ruptures
on earthquake faults [Ida, 1972; Andrews, 1976; Burridge
et al., 1979]. Slip-weakening models are an extension to
shear faults of cohesive zone models initially introduced
for tensile cracks by Dugdale [1960] to model plastic
yielding in ductile materials and by Barenblatt [1962] to
model interatomic cohesion in brittle solids. A slip-weak-
ening law relates the shear traction on a cohesive surface to
the local slip. The cohesive shear traction decays from
some relatively high peak strength, necessary to get slip
started, down to zero or some constant reduced stress,
when the local slip becomes equal to a characteristic
breakdown slip. For shear ruptures on fault planes, cohe-
sive forces result from nonuniform frictional sliding occur-
ring immediately behind the rupture front. According to the
elastodynamic shear crack model, as the rupture front
approaches a material particle along its path, the particle
experiences a sudden jump in slip rate, which then decays
rapidly behind the rupture front. Consequently, the fric-
tional strength of the fault is assumed to decay behind the
rupture front over a characteristic slip distance. Slip-weak-
ening laws assume that the strength decay depends only on
the local slip; however, rate- and state-dependent friction
laws, which most materials seem to obey, indicate that the
frictional strength should also depend strongly on the local
slip rate [Ruina, 1983; Rice and Ruina, 1983; Kilgore et al.,
1993].
[30] It was mentioned before that intersonic mode II
crack growth in our laboratory specimens is accompanied
by a far-field negative mode I dynamic stress intensity
factor (negative KI
d). This results in crack face contact,
with large negative normal tractions acting on the crack
faces at distances close to the tip. Hence, in the vicinity of
the tip, one might expect the crack faces to undergo nonuni-
form frictional sliding. On the basis of experimental data,
Ruina [1983] and Rice and Ruina [1983] proposed that the
sliding friction, apart from being proportional to the normal
traction, is also a nonlinear function of slip rate and a
number of internal variables that describe the local ‘‘state’’
of the sliding surfaces. The slip rates at distances close to
the tip are very large (of the order of 1 to 10 m s1). Very
limited data are available on dynamic friction at such high
slip rates [Prakash and Clifton, 1992, 1993]. However, it is
generally accepted that steady state frictional stress
decreases with increasing slip rate. Hence a rate-dependent
line cohesive zone may be used to model the finite zone in
the vicinity of the crack tip, where nonuniform frictional
sliding occurs. Here the cohesive constitutive relation rep-
resents a friction law, relating the frictional resistance
(cohesive shear traction) to the local slip rate. Under the
assumption of steady crack propagation, the dependence of
sliding friction on local ‘‘state’’ may be neglected.
[31] Rate-dependent cohesive constitutive relations,
which relate the traction on a cohesive surface to the local
displacement rate, have been used in the past for modeling
elastic-viscoplastic material behavior [Glennie, 1971a,
1971b; Freund and Lee, 1990]. However, in these inves-
tigations the assumed cohesive law models rate strengthen-
ing behavior. Glennie [1971a] analyzed the problem of a
uniformly moving semi-infinite mode I crack in plane
strain, with a rate-dependent cohesive zone in front of it.
He used a strip yield zone, with the yield stress linearly
dependent on strain rate to model thin plastic zones ahead of
running mode I cracks in sheets of mild steel. He suggested
that the increased resistance to plastic flow at high crack
speeds can explain the relatively low terminal speeds
observed for running mode I cracks. Freund and Lee
[1990] analyzed the same problem and, to model the failure
mode transition observed in some ferritic steels, introduced
two different fracture criteria, one for ductile fracture based
on a critical crack tip opening displacement and another for
brittle fracture based on a critical stress in front of the tip.
They investigated the dependence of the far-field applied
stress intensity factor, crack speed, and a rate parameter on
the failure mode selection.
[32] The rate-dependent cohesive law used by Glennie
[1971a, 1971b] and Freund and Lee [1990] is adapted here
for modeling the rate-dependent cohesive zone in the
vicinity of a dynamic shear crack propagating along a weak
plane. The cohesive constitutive relation, which relates the
cohesive shear traction at any point within the cohesive
zone to the local slip rate, was chosen to be of the form (see
Figure 7b)
t _d
  ¼ to 1þ b* m
2to
_d
 
b
" #
; ð29Þ
where to is the cohesive shear strength of the material under
quasi-static sliding, b* is a dimensionless rate parameter
(or velocity weakening parameter) and _d(h1/L) = _u1(h1/L,
h2 !0+)  _u1(h1/L,h2 ! 0) is the local slip rate. For slip
rates _d of the order of 101 m s1 the dimensionless factor
m/(2to) in the above cohesive law ensures that b* has the
order of unity. For velocity weakening, b* must be negative.
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The shear cohesive strength decreases from to at the front
end of the cohesive zone and vanishes at the physical crack
tip where the slip rate has a magnitude (2tob) / (m|b*|). Thus
the cohesive shear traction at any point within the cohesive
zone is given by
t
h1
L
 
¼ to 1þ b* m
2to
_d h1=Lð Þ
 
b
" #
 1 < h1
L
< 0: ð30Þ
The relative sliding displacement d (or d1) at the mathema-
tical crack tip (h1 = h2 = 0) is zero, and if we reasonably
assume that back slipping is not permissible, then it should
increase monotonically to dt, the crack tip sliding displace-
ment, as the physical crack tip (h1 = L,h2 = 0) is
approached. Hence _d(h1/L) = 2vu1,1(h1/L,h2 ! 0+) must
be nonnegative over the entire cohesive zone. We discuss the
consequences of this ‘‘physical restriction’’ in section 5.
From now on, we call the front end of the cohesive zone the
mathematical crack tip and the rear end the physical crack tip.
[33] Using the constitutive assumption on the response
within the cohesive zone as given in equation (30), a
singular integral equation for the unknown cohesive traction
distribution is obtained as follows. Substituting for u1,1 from
equations (17) and (28), we obtain
f h1ð Þ  b*
v3
b3
as
R vð Þ
 
1
p
pv
Z 0
L
f xð Þ
xþ h1j jð Þ
dx ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1j j
p
0 
 v < b; ð31aÞ
f^ h1ð Þ 1þ b*
v3
b3
a^s
Rq
cos qp
 
 b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
sin qp
 
1
p
pv
Z 0
L
f^ xð Þ
xþ h1j jð Þ
dx ¼ 1
h1j j1q
b < v < a; ð31bÞ
where
f h1ð Þ ¼
t h1=Lð Þ
to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1j j
p 0 
 v < b ð32aÞ
f^ h1ð Þ ¼
t h1=Lð Þ
to h1j j1q
b < v < a: ð32bÞ
[34] Equation (31) is a pair of singular integral equations
of the Cauchy type, the solutions to which, subject to the
boundary conditions
t hl ! 0ð Þ ! to;
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ hl
p
t hl ! 1þð Þ ! 0 0 
 v < b ð33Þ
t hl ! 0ð Þ ! to;
1þ hlð Þqt hl ! 1þð Þ ! 0 b < v < a; ð34Þ
give the unknown cohesive traction distributions, t(1 < h1/
L < 0) for the subsonic and intersonic cases respectively. Here
h1 = h1/L. The solution procedure is given in Appendix A.
5. Solution
[35] The cohesive shear traction distribution is given by
(see Appendix A)
t
to
¼
1þ sin gp
p
h1=Lð Þgþ1=2
1þ h1=Lð ÞgZ 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds 0 
 v < cR;
1þ sinlp
p
h1=Lð Þ1qþl
1þ h1=Lð ÞlZ 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds b < v < a:
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð35Þ
where
g ¼ 1
p
tan1 b*
v3
b3
as
R vð Þ
 
0 
 v < cR; ð36Þ
l ¼ 1
p
tan1
b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
sin qp
1þ b* v3
b3
a^s
Rq
cos qp
( )
b < v < a; ð37Þ
and the integrals in equation (35) converge for1
 h1/L
 0.
As mentioned before, the crack speed regime cR < v < b is
inadmissible for running mode II cracks from energetic
considerations, and henceforth we restrict ourselves to sub-
Rayleigh (0 
 v < cR) and intersonic regimes only.
[36] For velocity weakening, b* < 0, and by taking the
limit h1 ! L in equation (35), we can readily conclude
that t/to vanishes at the physical crack tip. It is shown (see
Figure 10) that with b* < 0, t decreases monotonically from
to at h1 = 0 and vanishes at the physical crack tip (h1 !
L), for both sub-Rayleigh and intersonic crack speeds.
Moreover, frictional sliding requires that the cohesive shear
traction (frictional resistance) must always oppose the
relative sliding between the cohesive surfaces. Hence the
relative slip between the cohesive surfaces must always be
positive (no back slipping) and the slip rate 1 must be
nonnegative over the entire cohesive zone. Hence solution
(35) is admissible, provided
_d1
b
L < h1 < 0ð Þ  0: ð38Þ
Combining equations (35) and (30), an expression for the
slip rate in terms of the crack speed v and the weakening
parameter b* can be obtained. For L < h1 < 0,
_d1
b
¼
2
b*
to
m
sin gp
p
h1=Lð Þgþ1=2
1þ h1=Lð ÞgZ 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds 0 
 v < cR;
2
b*
to
m
sinlp
p
h1=Lð Þ1qþl
1þ h1=Lð ÞlZ 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds b < v < a:
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð39Þ
From equations (39) for slip rate, we can conclude that for
velocity weakening cohesive zones (b* < 0) the required
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condition (38) is satisfied for all 0
 v < cR, but for intersonic
crack speeds it is satisfied only over a portion of the b* v/b
space. In particular, for b* < 0 and b < v < a, equation (38) is
satisfied if
1þ b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
cos qp > 0: ð40Þ
An alternate way of arriving at the same condition as above
is by imposing a physical restriction that energy must be
dissipated and not generated over any part of the velocity
weakening cohesive zone, i.e.,
1
v
Z h*þdh*
h*
t h1ð Þ_d1 h1ð Þdh1  0; ð41Þ
for every h* such thatL < h* < 0. Since t(L < h1 < 0) 0
(according to equation (35)) everywhere in the cohesive
zone, the above condition implies that _d1 is nonnegative over
the entire cohesive zone. For the sub-Rayleigh speed regime
this condition is satisfied for all b* 
 0. However, for
intersonic crack speeds, such a condition is satisfied only if
equation (40) is met.
[37] Figure 8 shows a curve in the b*  v/b space that
delineates the region of validity of the solution (35) for an
intersonic mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive
zone. Moderate values of b* up to 5 are chosen. The
energetic requirement (40) is satisfied for most of the inter-
sonic regime, except for crack speeds close to a. For plane
stress and with v = 0.34 (conditions of our laboratory experi-
ments), there exists a small range, 0.149 < b* 
 0, where
the solution (35) is valid over the entire intersonic regime.
With decreasing b* the solution becomes invalid over more
and more of the intersonic regime, and as b* ! 1, at
only one intersonic speed equal to
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b, is equation (40)
satisfied. This can be readily expected, since the solution (35)
at v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b behaves ‘‘subsonic-like.’’ As mentioned before,
the unknownweakening parameter b* is expected to be of the
order ‘‘unity,’’ and hence in the intersonic regime the velocity
weakening cohesive zonemodel presented here is likely to be
inadmissible only over a very small speed regime close to a.
Similar to Figure 8, the remaining figures in this paper are all
plotted for 2-D plane stress and for v = 0.34 (Poisson’s ratio of
Homalite-100) so as to be comparable with the experimental
observations described in section 2.
[38] Figure 9a shows the variation of g with crack speed
(sub-Rayleigh) for different values of the weakening param-
eter b*. Figure 9b is a similar plot of l for intersonic crack
speeds. With a velocity weakening cohesive zone (b* < 0)
the shear stress vanishes at the physical crack tip. From
equation (35) we see that g and l are the indices measuring
the rate of decay of t as the physical crack tip is
approached. 1/2 < g < 0 for sub-Rayleigh crack speeds
and 1/2 < l < 0 for intersonic crack speeds. Both these
indices are strong functions of v and b*. The lower the g
(or l), the faster the cohesive shear traction decays as the
physical crack tip is approached. Hence from Figure 9 we
see that lower b* and higher v would result in a faster
decay of the cohesive shear stress. For the trivial case with
b* = 0, the cohesive law becomes rate independent (of the
Dugdale type) and both g and l reduce to zero.
[39] With the known cohesive shear traction equation
(35), one can compute F00, G00, and g00 and thus obtain the
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-3
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Figure 8. Region of validity of the velocity weakening
solution in the b* v/b space. Note for0.141228 < b* < 0,
the velocity weakening solution is valid for the entire sub-
Rayleigh as well as the intersonic regime. For b* <
0.141228, a small velocity regime close to a becomes
inadmissible.
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Figure 9. Dynamic in-plane shear crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone; exponent characterizing the
decay of cohesive shear traction. (a) Subsonic speeds for
different values of the weakening parameter b*. (b)
Intersonic speeds for different values of the weakening
parameter b*.
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dominant near-tip stress field. The stress field is given in
Appendix B for both sub-Rayleigh and intersonic crack
speeds. For mode II cracks with a velocity weakening
cohesive zone, s12 on the crack plane (h2 ! 0+), ahead
of the mathematical crack tip, is given by
s12
to
h1=L > 0ð Þ ¼
1
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h1
L
r Z 1
0
dxﬃﬃ
x
p
xþ h1=Lð Þ

þ
Z 1
0
dsﬃﬃ
s
p
1þ s h1=Lð Þ
 h1=L
1þ h1=L
 g Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds

; ð42Þ
for 0 
 v < cR and
s12
to
h1=L > 0ð Þ ¼
sin qp
p
h1
L
 1q(Z 1
0
dx
x1q xþ h1=Lð Þ
:
þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
 h1=L
1þ h1=L
 l Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds
)
; ð43Þ
for b < v < a. The parameter s12 within the cohesive zone
is given in equation (35), and it vanishes on the crack faces.
The crack plane shear stress distribution is shown in
Figure 10a for different values of b* at a fixed intersonic
speed, v = 1.47 b (later on we compare the isochromatic
fringe pattern predicted by the model with an experimen-
tally recorded pattern at this particular intersonic speed).
Similarly, Figure 10b shows the crack plane shear stress
distribution for different intersonic speeds at a fixed
b* = 0.4 (It will be shown later that b* for our laboratory
specimens is close to 0.4 and is obtained by comparing
the model predictions with the experimental observations).
From Figure 10 we confirm our expectation that a velocity
weakening law results in a cohesive traction that decays
from its maximum value of to at the mathematical crack tip
and vanishes at the physical crack tip. As mentioned above,
we see that a lower b* or a faster v results in a faster decay
of the cohesive shear traction. Unlike Freund’s [1979]
singular solution, we find that s12 is bounded all along the
crack plane. Far ahead of the tip (h1  L), the singular
solution for a sharp crack is recovered.
[40] The crack plane distribution of the direct stress
component s11 is shown in Figure 11. On the crack plane
(h2 ! 0+),
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Figure 10. Intersonically propagating mode II crack with
a velocity weakening cohesive zone. (a) Stress component
s12 on the crack plane for v/b = 1.47 and for different values
of the weakening parameter b*. (b) Stress component s12 on
the crack plane for b* = 0.4 and for different values of
crack tip speed v.
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Figure 11. Intersonically propagating mode II crack with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone. (a) Stress component s11
on the crack plane for v/b = 1.47 and for different values of
the weakening parameter b*. (b) Stress component s11 on
the crack plane for b* = 0.4 and for different values of
crack tip speed v.
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s11
to
1 < hl < 0ð Þ ¼
a2l þ a^2s
 
al
sin2qp
p
p
tan qp
þ h1
L
 1q
 pv
Z 1
0
dx
x1q xþ h1=Lð Þ
þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
 
þsinlp h1=Lð Þ
1qþl
1þ h1=Lð Þl
1
tan qp
 1
tanlp
 

Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds

; ð44aÞ
s11
to
hl < 1ð Þ ¼
a2l þ a^2s
 
al
sin2qp
p
h1
L
 1q

Z 1
0
dx
x1q xþ h1=Lð Þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1þ sh1=Lð Þ

 h1=L
1þ h1=L
 l Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds

; ð44bÞ
for b < v < a. Also, s11(h1/L > 0) = 0. For a shear crack with
a velocity weakening cohesive zone (b* < 0), s11 is bounded
all along the crack plane and attains a finite extremum at the
physical crack tip, whereas for a shear crack with a Dugdale-
type cohesive zone (b* = 0), s11 is singular at the physical
crack tip, with the strength of the singularity less than q
(logarithmic singularity for sub-Rayleigh speeds). Figure 11a
shows the crack plane distribution of s11 for different b* at a
fixed intersonic speed, v = 1.47b. On the other hand,
Figure 11b shows the crack plane distribution of s11 for
different intersonic speeds at a fixed b* = 0.4. It must be
noted here that the nature of loading in our experiments (as
described in section 2) is such that the far-field dynamic
mode II stress intensity factor associated with the propagat-
ing crack is negative. This results in s11 to be positive in the
upper half plane (h2 > 0) and negative in the lower half.
However, the analytical solution (44) follows the conven-
tional approach by assuming the far-field dynamic stress
intensity factor to be positive, resulting in s11 being
compressive in the upper half plane.
[41] The cohesive zone length L is determined by impos-
ing a physical requirement that the stress intensity at the
front end of the cohesive zone should vanish. Incorporating
the known traction distribution from equation (35) into
equations (16c) and (27c), we obtain the length of the
cohesive zone in terms of the far-field applied loading, shear
strength of the crack plane to, v, and b*. Since the definition
of stress intensity factor varies from sub-Rayleigh to inter-
sonic speeds, we choose s12
D as the measure of the amplitude
of far-field applied loading. The parameter s12
D is the
‘‘remote’’ shear stress on the crack plane a distance D  L
ahead of the crack tip, where the usual singular solution for
the case of a mathematically sharp crack with no cohesive
zone is expected to apply. The parameter s12
D is related to the
subsonic and intersonic stress intensity factors as
sD12 ¼ s12 h1 ¼ D; h2 ¼ 0ð Þ ¼
Kd
IIﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pD
p 0 
 v < cR;
Kd
IIﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p
Dq
b < v < a:
8><
>: ð45Þ
The normalized cohesive zone length is given by
L
Lo
¼
1
p
 gþ 1=2ð Þ
 gþ 1ð Þ
 2
0 
 v < cR;
4
p2
qp
sin qp
 1=q sD12
to
 1=q2
  l qþ 1ð Þ
 1 qð Þ 1þ lð Þ
 1=q
b < v < a;
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð46Þ
where () is the standard Euler gamma function. The
normalizing parameter Lo is the length of the cohesive zone
associated with a quasi-statically growing mode II crack
with the same far-field applied loading s12D. It is given by
Lo ¼ p
2
4
sD12
to
 2
D: ð47Þ
In effect, L/Lo represents the parametric dependence of the
cohesive zone length on v, b*, and to under a constant s12
D.
[42] For a propagating mode II crack with a Dugdale-type
cohesive zone (b* = 0), L/Lo is independent of v and to for
sub-Rayleigh crack speeds, whereas it is a strong function
of both v and to for intersonic crack speeds. For sub-
Rayleigh crack speeds where the singularity exponent (for
a sharp crack with no cohesive zone) is a constant (= 1/2),
the cohesive zone length remains constant at its quasi-static
value. For intersonic speeds the dependence of L/Lo on v is
similar to the dependence of q on v. L/Lo increases from 0 at
b to a maximum of 1 at
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b and thereafter decreases to 0 at
a. For intersonic speeds, L/Lo is also a function of to, with
lower to resulting in a higher cohesive zone size. For
velocity weakening (b* < 0), L/Lo increases with crack
speed and becomes unbounded as v ! cR (g! 1/2). For
intersonic speeds the dependence of L/Lo on v at any b* is
similar to the case of b* = 0, except that the peak cohesive
zone size is achieved at a speed higher than
ﬃﬃﬃ
2 b. Also, as
may be expected, lower b* results in an increase in cohesive
zone length. The dependence of L/Lo on shear strength of
the crack plane to, at any b* is similar to the case of b* = 0,
as discussed above.
[43] The distribution of sliding rate (or slip rate) _d1 within
the cohesive zone is given in equation (39) for both sub-
Rayleigh and intersonic crack speeds. From equation (39) we
see that the slip rate at any point in the cohesive zone is
directly proportional to the shear strength of the crack plane
to. The slip rate distribution is also dependent on v and b
* in a
complicated way. We examine the dependence of slip rate
distribution within the cohesive zone on v and b* at a
constant value of m/to, chosen to be 136, which is equal to
the ratio of shear modulus of Homalite (1.9 GPa) and the
shear strength of the Homalite/Homalite bond (14 MPa).
Figure 12a shows the influence of rate sensitivity on the
distribution of _d1 for a representative sub-Rayleigh speed,
v = 0.6b. On the other hand, Figure 12b shows the variation
of _d1 within the cohesive zone for various sub-Rayleigh
speeds at a fixed b* = 0.4. For b* < 0, _d1 increases
monotonically from 0 at the mathematical crack tip and
attains a finite, bounded maximum at the physical crack
tip. This is the slip rate at which the cohesive shear strength
vanishes in the velocity weakening model. Only for the case
of b* = 0 (Dugdale-type cohesive zone), does _d1 becomes
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unbounded at the physical crack tip. It can be clearly
discerned from Figure 12 that the distribution of _d1 in the
cohesive zone exhibits a rather weak dependence on b*,
where as the dependence on v is very strong. As v! cR, _d1
becomes unbounded through out the cohesive zone.
[44] Similarly, Figure 13a shows the influence of b* on
the variation of _d1 within the cohesive zone for a chosen
intersonic speed, v = 1.47b, and Figure 13b shows the
variation of _d1 within the cohesive zone for different
intersonic speeds at a fixed b* = 0.4. Similar to the sub-
Rayleigh case, for b* < 0, _d1 is nonsingular and attains a
finite maximum at the physical crack tip. The effect of b* on
_d1 is rather small, though a bit more pronounced than in the
sub-Rayleigh case. _d1 = 0, everywhere in the cohesive zone
for v ! b,a but is strongly influenced by v at all other
intersonic speeds. It may be noted that through most of the
cohesive zone, _d1 is 2% of b for sub-Rayleigh speeds and
is 4% of b for intersonic speeds. Two to four percent of b
corresponds to sliding rates of up to a few tens of meters per
second, consistent with our expectation while choosing the
cohesive law. Note that these slip rates are comparable to
those observed in earthquake ruptures [Heaton, 1990; Ben-
Zion, 2001].
[45] The dynamic energy release rate G, defined as
energy flux into the cohesive zone per unit crack advance
per unit thickness along the crack front, may be expressed
as
G ¼ 2
Z L
0
s12 h1; h2 ! 0þð Þu1;1 h1; h2 ! 0þð Þd h1: ð48Þ
For a steadily propagating mode II crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone, the shear traction acting on the
upper cohesive surface is given in equation (35) and the
displacement gradient u1,1 here is given in equations (17)
and (28). Thus we obtain
G
Go
¼
1
b*
a2l  a2s
 
v3=b3
 gþ 1=2ð Þ
 1þ gð Þ
 2
g gð Þ 0 
 v < cR;
4
p
1
b*
a2l þ a^2s
 
v3=b3
qp
sin qp
 1=q sD12
to
 1=q2
  l qþ 1ð Þ
 1 qð Þ 1þ lð Þ
 1=q
g* l; qð Þ b < v < a;
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð49Þ
where
g gð Þ ¼ 2gþ sin
2 gp
p2
Z 1
0
x2gþ1
1 xð Þ2g
Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 sxð Þ ds
 2
dx;
ð50aÞ
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Figure 12. Subsonically propagating mode II crack with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone. (a) Relative sliding rate
d1 on the crack plane for v/b = 0.6 and for different values of
the weakening parameter b*. (b) Relative sliding rate d1 on
the crack plane for b* = 0.4 and for different values of the
crack tip speed v.
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Figure 13. Intersonically propagating mode II crack with
a velocity weakening cohesive zone. (a) Relative sliding
rate _d1 on the crack plane for v/b = 1.47 and for different
values of the weakening parameter b*. (b) Relative sliding
rate _d1 on the crack plane for b* = 0.4 and for different
values of the crack tip speed v.
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g* l; qð Þ ¼ l
1 qþ
sin2 lp
p2
Z 1
0
x22qþ2l
1 xð Þ2l
Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 sxð Þ ds
" #2
dx;
ð50bÞ
and Go is the energy release rate associated with a quasi-
statically propagating mode II crack with the same far-field
load s12D. Hence G/Go represents the dependence of the
dynamic energy release rate on v, b*, and to under a
constant s12
D. Go is given by
Go ¼ p kþ 1ð Þ
4
sD12
2
D
m
; ð51Þ
where k = 3–4v for plane strain and k = (3  v) / (1 + v) for
plane stress.
[46] For steady sub-Rayleigh crack growth, G is inde-
pendent of the process zone characteristics (i.e., G is
independent of b* and to), and hence it is also equal to
that in the case of a point sized process zone (sharp crack).
Thus G/Go is path-independent and hence is also equal to
2as(al
2  as2)/R(v). This is reflected in Figure 14 which
shows the variation of G/Go with crack speed for different
b* at a constant value of s12
D/to = 0.1 and also in Figure 15
which shows the variation of G/Go with crack speed for
different s12
D/to at a fixed b* = 0.4. However, for inter-
sonic speeds, G is dependent on the size and characteristics
of the process zone. It depends on the extent of the process
region as (L/D)1–2q, where L is the cohesive zone size and
D is the distance at which Freund’s [1979] singular solution
dominates. As seen from Figures 14 and 15, the dynamic
energy release rate G is finite through out the intersonic
regime. It vanishes at crack speeds close to b and a. Hence,
on the basis of the requirement of a positive energy flux the
entire intersonic regime is admissible for mode II crack
growth. In contrast, with a point sized process zone, G is
zero everywhere in the intersonic regime except at v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b.
The variation of G/Go for intersonic speeds depends
strongly on the shear strength of the fracture plane to (see
Figure 15). However, as seen from Figure 14, the influence
of b* is rather small. As to !1, the singular solution with
no cohesive zone is recovered and once again there exists
only one intersonic speed v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b, at which the dynamic
energy release rate is finite (see Figure 15). With a lower
shear strength, more of the intersonic regime becomes
admissible, the energy flux into the crack tip increases,
and also the energy flux attains its peak at a speed higher
than
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b. At v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b, an intersonic crack behaves
‘‘subsonic like’’; that is, the explicit dependence on to
and b* disappears, with G attaining a constant value equal
to 2Go=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ kð Þ 3 kð Þp :
6. Secondary Tensile Cracks
[47] Intersonic mode II crack growth in our laboratory
specimens was found to induce tensile cracking in the upper
half of the specimen. Remarkably, these secondary tensile
cracks were all found to be almost parallel to each other
with their angle of inclination (with the normal to the crack
plane) q* varying between 8 to 13, with an average of
10.6. In section 2, experimental evidence of the secondary
cracks was presented, and a plausible scenario leading to
their initiation, growth, and arrest was discussed. These
secondary opening cracks originated a finite, but small
distance (1–2 mm) behind the main intersonic shear crack
tip. It was argued in section 2 that the driving force leading
to their initiation is provided by the near tip field associated
with the main intersonic shear crack. Here we will use the
near tip fields for a propagating mode II crack with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone, in conjunction with the
maximum principal tensile stress criterion for brittle frac-
ture, to determine the feasibility of secondary crack initia-
tion and, if possible, to extract some of the unknown model
parameters for our laboratory specimens. Because of the
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Figure 14. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone.
Dependence of dynamic energy release rate on the crack tip speed v, plotted for s12
D /to = 10
1 and for
different values of the weakening parameter b*.
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nature of the applied loading in our experiments the far-field
mode II stress intensity factor acting on the propagating
intersonic mode II crack is negative. Hence, to be consistent
with the experimental conditions, we change the sign of the
remote shear load (s12
D) in the current section, which results
in a change in the sign of cohesive shear tractions as well.
[48] The stress state at every point on the upper cohesive
surface (L < h1 < 0, h2 ! 0+) is such that the shearstress
component s12 is negative and the direct stress component
s11 is positive (tensile). Note that s22 = 0 on the upper
cohesive surface. A simple Mohr’s circle analysis yields the
result that the maximum principal stress at every point on
the upper cohesive surface is invariably tensile. Moreover,
the minimum principal tensile stress is invariably compres-
sive. The maximum principal tensile stress at any point on
the upper cohesive surface is given by
s1 L < h1 < 0; h2 ! 0þð Þ ¼
s11
2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s11
2
 2
þ s212
r
; ð52Þ
and the angle of inclination of the principal plane (its
normal) with the horizontal (see Figure 5b) at any point on
the upper cohesive surface is given by
q* L < h1 < 0; h2 ! 0þð Þ ¼
1
2
tan1
2s12
s11
 
: ð53Þ
For a steadily propagating intersonic mode II crack with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone, s12(L < h1 < 0, h2 !
0+) = t(h1/L), which is given in equation (35) and s11 on
the upper cohesive surface is given in equation (44) with the
opposite sign. Thus s1 and q* on the upper cohesive surface
may be obtained.
[49] Figure 16a show the distribution of the maximum
principal tensile stress s1 along the upper cohesive surface
for different intersonic speeds, at a fixed b* = 0.4. The
parameter s1 increases monotonically from zero at the
mathematical crack tip and attains a finite maximum as
the physical crack tip is approached (h1 ! L). This
distribution is similar for other b* < 0. If we assume that
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Figure 16. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone. (a) Maximum principal
tensile stress s1 on the upper cohesive surface for b* =
0.4. (b) Inclination q* of the principal plane to the vertical
for b* = 0.4.
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Figure 15. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone.
Dependence of dynamic energy release rate on the crack tip speed v, plotted for b* = 0.4 and for
different values of s12
D/to.
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Homalite obeys the maximum principal stress criterion for
brittle fracture, then a tensile crack would initiate at a point
h1 = L* on the upper cohesive surface, where
s1 h1 ¼ L*; h2 ! 0þð Þ ¼ sHu ; ð54Þ
su
H is the ultimate tensile strength of Homalite, which is
35 MPa. Note that the shear strength of the crack plane to
 14 MPa. For b* > 1, s1 in some region of the upper
cohesive surface attains a value higher than su
H for all
intersonic speeds (except for speeds close to b and a), and
hence a secondary tensile crack is always initiated.
However, for b* < 1, the condition is not satisfied for
most of the intersonic regime. The position, h1 = L*,
where a tensile crack is initiated, is a strong function of
crack speed and b*. For example, for b* = 0.4, the tensile
crack would initiate at L*  0.95L for v = ﬃﬃﬃ2p b. Figure 16b
shows the variation of q*, the angle of inclination of the
principal plane (see Figure 4b) along the upper cohesive
surface. Having determined the position along the upper
cohesive surface where a tensile crack is likely to initiate,
we can also determine the angle q* made by this tensile
crack with the vertical from Figure 16b. As mentioned
before (see Figure 4b), the angle of inclination (to the
vertical) of these tensile cracks in our experiments ranged
from 8 to 13. Two dotted lines are drawn in Figure 16b to
indicate the position on the cohesive surface where these
cracks might have originated for a crack speed of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b.
Two dotted lines are also drawn in Figure 16a to indicate the
magnitude of the maximum principal tensile stress along the
secondary crack path in this region, which is close
compared to the experimentally measured tensile strength
of Homalite (see section 2). Hence the use of the maximum
principal stress criterion to predict the origin of these
secondary cracks appears to be reasonable.
[50] For b* = 0.4 and v = ﬃﬃﬃ2p b the angle of inclination
q* 11.2. For b* = 0 the angle of inclination q* of the
secondary cracks is identical at all intersonic speeds, being
equal to 21.8. However, for b* < 0, q* is always <21.8
and is also a weak function of crack speed. To determine
the value of b* in our laboratory specimens, a plot is made
of q* versus b* for different intersonic speeds, as shown in
Figure 17. As seen, decreasing b* reduces the angle of
inclination of the secondary cracks and the experimentally
observed inclination of 11 is achieved at b*  0.4 for
v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b. However, at this b* the angle of inclination varies
with the intersonic speed, from 8 to 14.5. This variation
is close to the variation in measured angle of inclination of
the secondary tensile cracks in our experiments. Hence b* =
0.4 is a reasonable estimate for the velocity weakening
parameter in the zone of nonuniform frictional sliding near
an intersonically propagating mode II shear crack in our
laboratory specimens. The model predictions are in good
agreement with the experimental observations; the orienta-
tion of the secondary cracks as predicted is very close,
irrespective of the intersonic crack speed, and moreover, its
magnitude is also the same as that observed experimentally.
7. Critical Crack Tip Sliding Displacement
Criterion
[51] Now we implement the second part of our cohesive
law; that is, we introduce a propagation criterion for
dynamic mode II crack growth, which states that sustained
dynamic mode II crack growth at any sub-Rayleigh or
intersonic speed occurs under a constant crack tip sliding
displacement (see Figure 7b):
dt ¼ u1 h1 ¼ L; h2 ! 0þð Þ  u1 h1 ¼ L; h2 ! 0ð Þ ¼ dct ; ð55Þ
where dt
c is the critical crack tip sliding displacement or the
breakdown slip, a material/specimen specific parameter. In
our case, it should depend on the properties of the
Homalite-Homalite bond and also strongly on the condi-
tions at the surface of sliding: the nature of bonded
surfaces, asperity contacts, whether deformation at asperity
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Figure 17. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. Predicted
inclination of the secondary tensile cracks with the vertical, as a function of the weakening parameter b*.
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contacts occurs by brittle cracking, by plastic flow, or at
locally elevated temperature by melting, etc. Such a
propagation criterion, which is concerned only with the
local state in the vicinity of the crack tip, is more
convenient (as compared to a nonlocal criterion like the
Griffith’s criterion) for modeling the actual physical
mechanism of crack growth as well as for application to
practical problems using numerical techniques. Also,
unlike in the subsonic case, for an intersonic crack the
process zone characteristics need to be known to determine
the energy flux to the tip region and hence the advantage
of employing a small-scale yielding-type approach is lost.
Note that with a velocity weakening cohesive zone, the
critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion, and the
constant critical G criterion (constant fracture energy) are
no longer equivalent.
[52] Consider a steadily propagating dynamic mode II
crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. The crack
speed is either subsonic or intersonic (0 < v < a). The crack
tip sliding displacement, dt can be obtained by integrating
equation (39) along the cohesive surface. For a shear strength
of the crack plane to, a far-field load s12
D and weakening
parameter b*, the crack tip sliding displacement dt is given by
dt=dot ¼
2g
b*
a2l  a2s
 
v3=b3
   gþ 1=2ð Þ
 gþ 1ð Þ
 2
0 
 v < cR;
4l
pb 1 qð Þ
a2l þ a^2s
 
v3=b3
  qp
sin qp
 1=q sD12
to
 1=q2
  l qþ 1ð Þ
 1 qð Þ 1þ lð Þ
 1=q
b < v < a;
8>>>>><
>>>>:
ð56Þ
where dt
o is the crack tip sliding displacement associated
with a quasi-statically growing mode II crack under a far-
field load s12
D and shear strength of the crack plane to:
dot ¼
p kþ 1ð Þ
4
to
m
sD12
to
 2
D: ð57Þ
The critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion (55) states
that dt = dt
o = dt
c. Hence equation (56) gives a relationship
between the critical values (required to satisfy the criterion)
of s12
D, v, b*, and to.
[53] Figure 18 shows the variation of the critical far-field
load (s12D)dyn
c (required to satisfy the critical crack tip sliding
displacement criterion equation (55)) with crack speed
for different values of to at a fixed b* = 0.4. Similarly,
Figure 19 shows the variation of (s12
D)dyn
c with crack speed
for different b* at a fixed to. The ratio (s12
D)dyn
c /(s12
D)o
c is
given by
sD12
 c
dyn
sD12
 c
o
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
2
b*
g
v3=b3
a2l  a2s
 s
 gþ 1ð Þ
 gþ 1=2ð Þ 0 
 v < cR;
mdct
Dto
 q1=2 b*
2l
v
b
1 qð Þ
 q ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃp
2
1þ a^2s
a2l þ a^2s
" #vuut
 sin qp
qp
 
 1 qð Þ 1þ lð Þ
 l qþ 1ð Þ b < v < a;
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð58Þ
where the critical far-field load required for quasi-static
crack propagation, (s12
D)o
c is given by
sD12
 c
o
¼ to
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4
kþ 1ð Þp
mdct
Dto
s
: ð59Þ
[54] As seen from Figures 18 and 19, for a sub-Rayleigh
crack, the far-field load required to sustain a small accel-
eration in crack speed is lower compared to its previous
value (decreases with crack speed). This situation may be
interpreted as an instability, and it can be expected that a
sub-Rayleigh mode II crack would accelerate rapidly to cR.
This is probably the reason why no subsonic crack speeds
were observed for mode II shear cracks propagating along a
weak plane in Homalite (see Figure 3). Even if the shear
crack initiating from the notch initially propagated at sub-
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Figure 18. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. Stability of
crack growth. Dependence of the critical far-field load (required to sustain dynamic crack growth) on crack
tip speed v, plotted for b* = 0.4 and for different values of the interface strength parameter (mdtc) / (toD).
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Rayleigh speeds, it would immediately accelerate to cR and
beyond. For sub-Rayleigh crack speeds the critical far-field
load (s12
D)dyn
c is independent of to, whereas lower b* tends
to amplify the instability (see Figure 19). By the same
interpretation, for an intersonic crack, there is an initially
unstable speed regime followed by a stable speed regime.
For intersonic speeds, (s12
D)dyn
c /(s12
D)o
c is also a function of to
through the material parameter (mdt
c)/(toD); m and dt
c are
material constants, and D is an arbitrary distance ahead of
the crack tip at which the singular solution with no
cohesive zone dominates. Hence the parameter (mdt
c)/
(toD) may be interpreted as a measure of shear strength
of the fracture plane. It is seen that the entire speed regime
b < v <
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b is unstable and the speed at which intersonic
crack propagation becomes stable depends on to and b*.
For to ! 0; that is, for the case of vanishing shear strength
of the fracture plane, almost the entire intersonic regime
becomes unstable, indicating that a mode II crack on a
weak plane of vanishing strength should propagate at
speeds close to a. On the other hand, for to ! 1 the
singular solution with no cohesive zone is recovered, and
the onset of stability occurs at v =
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b. Similar observa-
tions that the speed regime
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b < v < a is stable for
intersonic mode II crack growth were made by Burridge
et al. [1979] and Freund [1979]. For more realistic values
of the parameter (mdt
c)/(toD) 102  103 and b* = 0.4,
the critical load required to sustain intersonic crack prop-
agation is a minimum around 1.5b. This explains the
observed experimental behavior of crack speed, where the
intersonic mode II crack was found to accelerate to speeds
close to a and then as the loading pulse was cut off, settled
down to a stable propagation speed slightly above
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b.
Such a crack speed behavior was also observed by Needle-
man [1999] in his numerical simulations of mode II crack
growth along a weak plane. A portion of rupture front
during the 1999 Turkey earthquake was also found to
propagate at
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
cs [Bouchon et al., 2001].
[55] Here, it must be understood that stability results
obtained for a steadily moving semi-infinite crack may be
significantly different from those for cracks with more
realistic geometries such as the one for an expanding finite
crack. This is because one mechanism tending to produce
instability in a spreading finite crack, namely, the increase in
crack length, is lacking in the case of a steadily moving
semi-infinite crack. Thus, if a certain velocity regime is
found to unstable for a steadily moving semi-infinite crack,
then there is even more reason to suppose that such a regime
would also be unstable for an expanding finite crack in a
prestressed medium. This is probably the reason why Bro-
berg [1994, 1995] found that for a symmetrically expanding
mode II crack under uniform remote shear loading, the
entire intersonic regime is unstable and that such a crack
would accelerate all the way up to a. Burridge et al. [1979]
also argued that instability is more pronounced in the case of
finite cracks undergoing transient crack growth.
[56] The critical cohesive zone length or the cohesive zone
size required for sustained mode II crack growth according to
the propagation criterion equation (55) is given by
Lcdyn
Lco
¼
1
2p
b*
g
v
b
1 a2s
a2l  a2s
0 
 v < cR;
1 q
p
b*
l
v
b
1þ a^2s
a2l þ a^2s
b < v < a;
8>><
>>:
ð60Þ
where the critical cohesive zone length for quasi-static mode
II crack propagation Lo
c is given by
Lco ¼
p
kþ 1
mdct
to
: ð61Þ
Hence at any sub-Rayleigh or intersonic crack speed the
critical cohesive zone length is directly proportional to the
breakdown slip dt
c and is inversely proportional to the crack
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Figure 19. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. Stability
of crack growth. Dependence of the critical far-field load (required to sustain dynamic crack growth) on
crack tip speed v, plotted for (mdt
c)/(toD) = 10
2 and for different values of the weakening parameter b*.
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plane shear strength to. Figure 20 shows the variation of the
critical cohesive zone length Ldyn
c /Lo
c with crack speed for
different values of the rate parameter b*. The critical
cohesive zone size for sub-Rayleigh speeds was found to
decrease monotonically up to cR. It vanishes at cR in the
case of a Dugdale-type cohesive zone (b* = 0), whereas it
attains a finite value equal to 2|b*|cR / [p(1 + v)b] at cR for
any b* < 0. In a numerical simulation of a symmetrically
expanding mode II crack under the action of remote uniform
shear stresses, Andrews [1976] found that the cohesive zone
size decreases continuously with crack speed in the sub-
Rayleigh regime attaining its minimum value at cR. Such a
behavior was also observed in the numerical simulations of
Geubelle and Kubair [2001]. For intersonic speeds the
critical cohesive zone size is unbounded at b and a but
remains finite and positive over the rest of the intersonic
regime. Such an observation was used by Yu and Suo [2000]
to justify the admissibility of mode II intersonic crack
growth. The critical cohesive zone length is found to be
rather insensitive to the rate parameter b*.
[57] If the propagation of dynamic mode II cracks (with a
velocity weakening cohesive zone) is governed by the
critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion given in
equation (55), then the critical dynamic energy release rate
(dissipated fracture energy) is given by
Gcdyn
Gco
¼
g gð Þ
2g
¼ b*
g
v3
b3
as
R vð Þ
 gþ 1ð Þ
 gþ 1=2ð Þ
 2
0 
 v < cR;
1 q
l
g* l; qð Þ b < v < a;
8><
>: ð62Þ
where Go
c, the critical energy release rate for quasi-static
crack propagation is given by
Gco ¼ todct : ð63Þ
g(g) and g*(l, q) are given in equation (50). Hence the
material/specimen-dependent ‘‘fracture energy versus crack
speed’’ curve is strongly influenced by the rate parameter
b*, whereas any variations in the crack plane shear strength
to or the critical crack tip sliding displacement dt
c merely
shift the curve along the ‘‘energy’’ axis.
[58] Figure 21 shows the variation of the dissipated frac-
ture energy (required for sustained mode II crack growth)
with crack speed for different values of the weakening
parameter b*. For sub-Rayleigh crack speeds it is found that
a velocity weakening cohesive zone (b* < 0) dissipates less
energy with increasing crack speed and a rate-independent
cohesive zone (b* = 0) dissipates the same amount of energy
irrespective of crack speed. As v! cR, the energy dissipated
in the cohesive zone vanishes for b* < 0. This indicates that
sustained mode II crack growth at high sub-Rayleigh crack
speeds is more likely with a velocity weakening cohesive
zone. Fracture energy required for sustained mode II crack
growth at b and a is the same as that for a quasi-static mode II
crack. However, for all other intersonic speeds the energy
dissipated is lower for b* < 0 and remains unchanged for
b* = 0. The importance of the curious speed of
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
b (vis-a-
vis energy dissipated in the tip region) with regard to
Freund’s singular crack model is diminished.
8. Isochromatic Fringe Patterns
[59] Before comparing the isochromatic fringe patterns
predicted by the model with those recorded experimentally,
we first estimate the various model parameters and other
quantities of interest. As mentioned in section 6, the best
estimate for b* is  0.4. The shear strength of the crack
plane to is 14 MPa (measured). From Figure 6 we
estimate the cohesive zone length to be around 2–3 mm
(2.8 mm at v = ﬃﬃﬃ2p b). Thus from equations (60) and (61)
we compute the critical crack tip sliding displacement (or
breakdown slip), dt
c to be 21 mm. Then from equation (62)
we obtain the dissipated fracture energy to be <300 J m2 at
any sub-Rayleigh or intersonic crack speed. We can also
estimate the dynamic fracture toughness, (KII*
d)dyn
c to be
1.2 MPa ﬃﬃﬃﬃmp (at v = ﬃﬃﬃ2p b). Later on, we will argue that
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Figure 20. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. Variation
of the critical cohesive zone length (required to sustain dynamic crack growth) with crack tip speed v,
plotted for different values of the weakening parameter b*.
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the distance D at which Freund’s singular solution domi-
nates is of the order 20–25 mm. For (KII*
d)dyn
c  1.2 MPaﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m
p
at D  25 mm, the far-field crack plane shear stress,
(s12
D )dyn
c is 3 MPa. Hence a measure of the stress drop due
to shear rupture in our specimens is 30 bars. Earlier, we
had also mentioned that slip rates in our experiments are of
the order of 10 m s1. As a comparison, for typical crustal
earthquakes, slip rates can range from 1 to 10 m s1,
dynamic stress drop can vary from 101 to 102 bars, total
slip (or breakdown slip) is of the order of 1–10 m, rupture
speeds can vary from high sub-Rayleigh to 1.4b and fracture
energy is of the order 1–106 J m2 [Rice, 1980; Dmowska
and Rice, 1986; Scholz, 1990; Heaton, 1990; Bouchon et
al., 2000; Ben-Zion, 2001; Beroza and Spudich, 1988].
[60] The near-tip stress field for a steadily propagating
sub-Rayleigh or intersonic mode II crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone is given in Appendix B. From this
field, we can construct isochromatic fringe patterns and
compare them with those recorded experimentally, so as to
check the validity of the assumed cohesive crack model.
Under generalized plane stress assumption and within the
region of dominance of the near-tip field, the isochromatic
fringe order n at any point is given by (see equation (1))
n h1; h2ð Þ ¼
h
Fs
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s11  s22ð Þ2þ 4s212
q
: ð64Þ
where h is the specimen thickness and Fs is the material
fringe constant. Fs for Homalite is 22.6 KN m
1 and the
specimen thickness h was chosen to be 4.76 mm (same as in
the experiments). The shear crack is assumed to obey a
critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion, with dt
c 
21 mm. It is also assumed that b* = 0.4 and m/to = 136,
approximating the situation in our experiments.
[61] Figure 22 shows the theoretically predicted isochro-
matic fringe pattern around a shear crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone at two different sub-Rayleigh
speeds: 0.01b (Figure 22a) and 0.85b (Figure 22b). Sim-
ilarly, Figure 23 shows the theoretically predicted isochro-
matic fringe pattern around a shear crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone at two different intersonic speeds:
1.2b (Figure 23a) and 1.6b (Figure 23b). The field of view
shown has a 50 mm diameter, and the front end of the
cohesive zone is located on the horizontal diameter 35 mm
from the left edge of the field of view. A horizontal dark line
is drawn to indicate the position of the crack faces. A
magnified view of the region close to the tip (identified by a
rectangle of size 10 mm  10 mm) is shown as an inset to
the right of each pattern. The cohesive zone length was
found to be 3 mm at v = 0.01b, 1.36 mm at v = 0.85b, 5 mm
at v = 1.2b, and 1.79 mm at v = 1.6b.
[62] From Figure 22a we see that for a quasi-statically
growing mode II crack the isochromatic fringe pattern
exhibits a characteristic two-lobed pattern. However as the
crack speed approaches cR (Figure 22b), the shape of the
pattern changes dramatically from two lobes to a three-
lobed pattern. The cohesive zone size drops as expected (see
Figure 20); however, the intensity of the stress field around
the crack tip increases substantially (especially off the crack
plane). Interestingly, this happens even with a substantial
reduction in the ‘‘remote’’ crack plane shear stress (see
Figure 19). At v = 0.85b the cohesive zone size is small
relative to the field of view size of 50 mm, and the
isochromatic fringe pattern does not differ markedly from
that for a singular solution with no cohesive zone. For the
intersonic case we see that the presence of a cohesive zone
gives a finite width to the Mach waves emanating from the
tip region. For v = 1.2b (Figure 23a) the cohesive zone size
is large (5 mm), and the fringe pattern is distinctly
different in the three regions: ahead of the Mach waves,
within the Mach waves, and behind the Mach waves. For
v = 1.6b (Figure 23b) the cohesive zone length drops as
expected (see Figure 20), and the shape of the fringes
behind the Mach waves changes substantially.
[63] Figure 24 compares an experimentally recorded iso-
chromatic fringe pattern to that predicted by the velocity
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Figure 21. Dynamically propagating mode II crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone. Variation
of the fracture energy (required to sustain dynamic crack growth) with crack tip speed v, plotted for
different values of the weakening parameter b*.
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weakening cohesive zone model with b* = 0.4. The crack
tip speed in both cases was 1.45b. A best fit shows that the
intensity of the far-field applied loads, KII*
d  1.04 MPa mq.
We see that the patterns are similar in a small region close to
the crack tip. The cohesive zone solution also introduces
some structure across the Mach wave by smearing out the
stress jump and eliminating the singularities. Also, the fringe
pattern within the finite width of the Mach waves seems to be
qualitatively similar. The range of dominance of the current
solution seems to be of the order of20 mm. Hence features
like the ‘‘closed loops’’ within the experimental Mach waves
(at distances >20 mm), which arise from transient phenom-
enon, are not captured by the simplified steady state model.
The steady state nature of the current solution cannot capture
features like the finite length of the Mach waves, transient
effects due to changing crack speed, the loading waves still
present in the tip vicinity, etc. Also, the distortion of the near-
tip fields due to secondary tensile cracks behind the tip is not
captured by the current model. However, the model elimi-
nates many pathologies associated with the Freund’s singular
solution. It eliminates the unphysical singular stresses at the
tip as well as along the Mach waves, allows for finite energy
flux into the tip at all intersonic speeds, gives finite width and
structure to the Mach waves, provides information regarding
the processes occurring in the nonlinear zone surrounding the
tip, and finally also predicts the orientation of the secondary
tensile cracks and explains the reason for they being almost
parallel to each other.
9. Discussion
[64] Owing to the importance of the mechanics of
dynamic shear crack growth in modeling earthquake source
processes, a few comments are in order regarding shear
Figure 22. Isochromatic fringe pattern around a propagating subsonic mode II crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone. The propagating crack obeys a critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion
with dt
c 21 mm, b* =0.4, and m/to = 136. A magnified view of the region around the crack tip (enclosed
in the rectangle) is shown on the right. (a) v/b = 0.01 and Ldyn
c = 3 mm. (b) v/b = 0.85 and Ldyn
c = 1.36 mm.
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rupture propagation on homogeneous velocity weakening
faults. Real earthquake rupture fronts are three-dimensional
in nature, and hence the rupture propagation characteristics
along the front must be affected by the local ‘‘mode mix’’
apart from other factors. However, the current study focuses
exclusively on 2-D in-plane shear rupture, and hence the
results obtained above (especially those dealing with rupture
at intersonic speeds) are of significance mostly along por-
tions of rupture front where the deformation is predomi-
nantly mode II. Heaton [1990] studied seismic records of
several earthquakes and found that the duration of slip at any
point on the rupture plane was an order of magnitude smaller
than the total duration of rupture propagation. If the rupture
propagation was akin to that of an expanding shear crack,
both these durations must be of the same order. To resolve
the apparent contradiction, he concluded that shear rupture
during earthquakes propagates more like a self-healing slip
pulse rather than an expanding shear crack. He hypothesized
that dynamic velocity weakening friction acting on the fault
surfaces may cause the fault to heal itself shortly after the
passage of the rupture front, thus causing the rupture to
propagate in a self-healing slip pulse like manner. The slip
rate diminishes rapidly behind the rupture front, and if the
sliding friction acting on the crack faces is velocity weak-
ening, frictional resistance increases substantially a finite
distance behind the rupture front, causing the crack faces to
lock. Thus a self-healing slip pulse results. Such self-healing
slip pulses are unlikely to occur with the current config-
uration of our laboratory experiments, as a key ingredient,
the far-field uniform compressive normal stress (acting on
the crack faces), is absent in our experimental setup. This is
unlike the crustal faults, a few kilometers beneath the Earth’s
surface, which are always acted upon by large hydrostatic
compressive stresses. The conditions governing the prop-
agation of an earthquake rupture as a self-healing pulse
instead of as an extending shear crack were carefully
Figure 23. Isochromatic fringe pattern around a propagating intersonic mode II crack with a velocity
weakening cohesive zone. The propagating crack obeys a critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion
with dt
c 21 mm, b* =0.4, and m/to = 136. A magnified view of the region around the crack tip (enclosed
in the rectangle) is shown on the right. (a) v/b = 1.2 and Ldyn
c = 5 mm. (b) v/b = 1.6 and Ldyn
c = 1.79 mm.
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examined by a number of researchers [Weertman, 1980;
Heaton, 1990; Cochard and Madariaga, 1994; Perrin et al.,
1995; Beeler and Tullis, 1996; Zheng and Rice, 1998]. Apart
from dynamic velocity weakening friction, other mecha-
nisms like the presence of heterogeneities on the fault plane
[Day, 1982; Johnson, 1990] as well as differing elastic
properties across the fault plane [Andrews and Ben-Zion
1997; Harris and Day, 1997; Ranjith and Rice, 2000;
Adams, 2001; Cochard and Rice, 2000; Ben-Zion, 2001]
were also found to result in the propagation of an earthquake
rupture as a self-healing pulse. However, it may be noted that
given the heterogeneity of earthquake rupture, risetimes
need not always be unreasonably short as expected from a
self-healing pulse type rupture propagation [Beroza and
Mikumo, 1996; Quin, 1990].
[65] Unlike our laboratory specimens, where nonuniform
sliding friction acts only in a small zone near the crack tip,
on a homogeneous fault (containing rocks with similar
elastic properties on either side of the rupture plane), sliding
friction acts over the entire crack faces. Perrin et al. [1995]
showed that self-healing slip pulse solutions do not exist for
pure velocity weakening friction laws, i.e., for laws of the
type considered in this paper. They showed that sliding
surfaces which follow both rate- and state-dependent fric-
tion laws allowing for restrengthening under stationary
contact can sustain self-healing slip pulses. Zheng and Rice
[1998] introduced a dimensionless measure of the rate of
velocity weakening T given by
T ¼ 1
m=2bð Þ
dt _d 
d _d
; ð65Þ
which is one of the major parameters governing the
transition of an initiated shear rupture into a self-healing
pulse. With a velocity weakening law of the type equation
(29) we have T = b*, and from our estimate of b* from
section 6 we have T = 0.4. In their two-dimensional
antiplane simulations, Zheng and Rice [1998] found that an
extending shear rupture transitions into a self-healing pulse
for T > 0.5. The experimentally measured value of T, though
not directly comparable, is close to this transition cutoff.
However, if the transition value of T is similar, it is plausible
that in the presence of a far-field compressive normal stress
acting on the weak plane, self-healing pulses may be
obtained even in our laboratory specimens.
Appendix A: Solution to the Cauchy-Type
Singular Integral Equation
[66] The solution procedure for the integral equation (31)
is shown here only for the intersonic case. The procedure
for the subsonic case is similar and is omitted.
f^ h1ð Þ 1þ b*
v3
b3
a^s
Rq
cos qp
 
 b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
sin qp
 
 1
p
pv
Z 0
L
f^ xð Þ
xþ h1j jð Þ
dx ¼ 1
h1j j1q
b < v < a; ðA1Þ
where
f^ h1ð Þ ¼
t h1=Lð Þ
to h1j j1q
b < v < a: ðA2Þ
Define a Cauchy-type integral,
f zð Þ ¼ 1
2pi
Z 0
L
f^ xð Þ
x z dx: ðA3Þ
Figure 24. Isochromatic fringe pattern around a propagat-
ing intersonic crack along a weak plane in Homalite-100. (a)
Experimental observation of the isochromatic fringe pattern
around the crack tip with the crack tip speed v/b 1.45. Note
the finite width of theMach waves. (b) Theoretical prediction
based on the velocity weakening cohesive zone model with
b* = 0.4. The propagating crack is assumed to obey a
critical crack tip sliding displacement criterion with dt
c 
30 mm and m/to = 136. Also v/b = 1.45 and Ldyn
c = 3.4 mm.
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If we assume that f^ (h1) satisfies the Ho¨lder condition, then
by Plemelj formulae,
A iBð Þfþ h1ð Þ  Aþ iBð Þf h1ð Þ ¼
1
h1j j1q
; ðA4Þ
where
A ¼ 1þ b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
cos qp; ðA5Þ
B ¼ b* v
3
b3
a^s
Rq
sin qp: ðA6Þ
Equation (A4) can be rewritten as
f
zl
 þ
 f
zl
 
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p
1
h1j j1q
; ðA7Þ
where
l ¼ 1
p
tan1
B
A
 
: ðA8Þ
Rearranging equation (A7) as
zþ Lð Þl1f
zlþn
" #þ
 zþ Lð Þ
l1f
zlþn
" #
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p
 h1 þ Lð Þ
l1
h1j jlþnþ1q
1ð Þn; ðA9Þ
where n, an integer, and l1 are to be determined, we obtain
a Riemann-Hilbert (R-H) problem.
[67] The general solution of the R-H problem above is
given by
zþ Lð Þl1f
znþl
¼ P zð Þ þ 1
2pi
Z 0
L
1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p
h1 þ Lð Þl1 1ð Þn
h1j jlþnþ1q
 1
h1  z
dh1: ðA10Þ
P(z) is an entire function (a polynomial). Ensuring that both
sides have the same behavior as |z|!1, we obtain l1 = l
+ m, where m is an integer.
f^ h1ð Þ ¼ fþ h1ð Þ  f h1ð Þ: ðA11Þ
) f^ h1ð Þ ¼
coslpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p
1
h1j j1q
þ h1j j
nþl
h1 þ Lð Þlþm
sinlpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
A2 þ B2p

(
P zð Þ of order m 1 n:
þ 1
p
pv
Z 0
L
xþ Lð Þlþm
xj j1qþlþm
1
x h1
dx
)
: ðA12Þ
Introducing the boundary condition (see equation (34)),
lim
h1!0
f^ ¼ 1
h1j j1q
; ðA13Þ
we obtain n = 0. Introducing the second boundary condition
(see equation (34)),
lim
h1!L
f^
 
h1 þ Lð Þq h1j j1q! 0; ðA14Þ
we obtain m = 0 and P(z) = 0. Thus all the unknown
quantities are determined. After some further simplification
the cohesive traction distribution is obtained as
t 1 < h1=L 
 0ð Þ
to
¼ 1þ sinlp
p
h1=Lð Þ1qþl
1þ h1=Lð Þl

Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds b < v < a: ðA15Þ
By a similar procedure the cohesive traction distribution for
subsonic speeds can be obtained.
t 1 < h1=L 
 0ð Þ
to
¼ 1þ sin gp
p
h1=Lð Þgþ1=2
1þ h1=Lð Þg

Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1þ s h1=Lð Þ
ds 0 
 v < cR; ðA16Þ
where
g ¼ 1
p
tan1 b*
v3
b3
as
R vð Þ
 
0 
 v < cR: ðA17Þ
Appendix B: Near-Tip Stress Fields
[68] The stress field around the tip of a sub-Rayleigh
crack with a velocity weakening cohesive zone is given by
s11
to
¼ 2as
pR vð Þ 1þ 2a
2
l  a2s
  ﬃﬃﬃrl
L
r
sin
ql
2
 

(Z 1
0
z rl
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i dzþ sin gp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g z rl
L
  
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)
 1þ a2s
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃrs
L
r
sin
qs
2
 (Z 1
0
z rs
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ 2z rs
L
 
cosqs
h i dz
þ singp
p
Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g z rs
L
  
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ 2z rs
L
 
cos qs
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)
; ðB1aÞ
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s22
to
¼ 2as
pR vð Þ
"
 1þ a2s
  ﬃﬃﬃrl
L
r
sin
ql
2
 

(Z 1
0
z rl
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i dzþ sin gp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g z rl
L
  
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h iZ 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)
þ 1þ a2s
  ﬃﬃﬃﬃrs
L
r
sin
qs
2
 (Z 1
0
z rs
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ2z rs
L
 
cos qs
h i dz
þ sin gp
p
Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g z rs
L
  
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ2z rs
L
 
cos qs
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)#
; ðB1bÞ
s12
to
¼ 1
p R vð Þ
"
4alas
ﬃﬃﬃ
rl
L
r
cos
ql
2
 

(Z 1
0
zþ rl
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i dzþ sin gp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g zþ rl
L
  
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)
 1þ a2s
 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃrs
L
r
cos
qs
2
 (Z 1
0
zþ rs
L
  
ﬃﬃ
z
p
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ 2z rs
L
 
cos qs
h idz
þ sin gp
p
Z 1
0
z
1 z
 g zþ rs
L
  
z2 þ rs
L
 2þ 2z rs
L
 
cos qs
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þgﬃﬃ
s
p
1 szð Þ ds dz
)#
; ðB1cÞ
where
rs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h21 þ a2sh22
q
; qs ¼ tan1 ash2h1
 
; ðB2aÞ
rl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h21 þ a2l h22
q
; ql ¼ tan1 alh2h1
 
: ðB2bÞ
[69] The stress field around the tip of an intersonic crack
with a velocity weakening cohesive zone is given by
s11
to
¼ sin qp
2pal

1þ 2a2l þ a^2s
  rl
L
 1q

(Z 1
0
z sin 1 qð Þql  rlL
 
sin qql
 
z1q z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i dzþ sin lp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 l z sin 1 qð Þql  rlL sin qql 
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 szð Þ ds dz
)
 1 a^2s
 
sin qpx1q
Z 1
0
dz
z1q z xð Þ þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1 s xð Þ

Q x;lð Þ
Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 sxð Þ ds

H xð Þ

; ðB3aÞ
s22
to
¼ sin qp
2pal
"
 1 a^2s
  rl
L
 1q

(Z 1
0
z sin 1 qð Þql  rlL
 
sin qql
 
z1q z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i dzþ sin lp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 l z sin 1 qð Þql  rlL sin qql 
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 szð Þ ds dz
)
þ 1 a^2s
 
sin qpx1q
(Z 1
0
dz
z1q z xð Þ þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1 sxð Þ :
Q x;lð Þ
Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 s xð Þ ds
)
H xð Þ
#
; ðB3bÞ
s12
to
¼ sin qp
p
"
rl
L
  rl
L
 1q

(Z 1
0
z cos 1 qð Þql þ rlL
 
cos qql
 
z1q z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cosql
h i dz þ sinlp
p

Z 1
0
z
1 z
 l z cos 1 qð Þql þ rlL  cos qql 
z2 þ rl
L
 2þ 2z rl
L
 
cos ql
h i

Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 szð Þ ds dz
)
þ cos qp x1q

(Z 1
0
dz
z1q z xð Þ þ
Z 1
0
ds
sq 1 s xð Þ
Q x;lð Þ
Z 1
0
1 sð Þl
sq 1 sxð Þ ds
)
H xð Þ
#
; ðB3cÞ
where
Q x;lð Þ ¼
cospl x
1x
 l
x < 1;
x
1x
 l
x > 1;
8><
>: ðB4aÞ
x ¼ h1  a^sh2
L
: ðB4bÞ
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